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MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
·MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Baseball Coach 
Steve Hamilton has announced the signing of Brad Redmon of Lexington 
Tates Creek High School to a national letter-of-intent. 
A S-9, 165_-pound lefthanded pitcher, Redmon is described by 
Hamilton as "an ac.complished pitcher with a good fastball, curve 
and control." 
Also a member of the Lexington Man 0' War Connie Mack team, 
Redmon is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl King of Lexington. He was 
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MOREHEAD, KY. ---Morehead State University Athletic Director 
Sonny Moran has announced the 1980-81 schedule for MSU's Lady Eagle 
Basketball team. 
Coach Mickey Wells' charges will open the season Nov. 14 and 15 
by hosting Toledo, Kent State and Cumberland in the Lady Eagle Classic. 
Also on the slate are appearances in the University of Cincinnati 
Classic against host UC, Indiana and Kent State and in the Dial 
Classic at Central Missouri University with host Central Missouri, 
East Tennessee State and Brigham Young. 
The remainder of the slate includes horne and horne encounters 
against KIVIC members Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky, Western Kentucky,-
Murray State, Louisville and Northern Kentucky. Marshall also appears 
on a horne and horne basis, 
Ohio Valley Conference foes, in addition to those on the KHIC 
slate, are Austin Peay, Tennessee Tech and Middle Tennessee. 
Campbellsville and Bellarrnine round out the 29-garne schedule. 
"He are going to have a very young team this season," stated 
Hells. "We will play a lot of good teams early in the season and 
our youngsters will have to adjust to: .. the college game quickly for us 
to be competitive." 
1NNf 
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MOREHEAD, KY. ---Morehead State University Athletic Director 
Sonny Moran has announced the 1980-81 schedule for MSU's Lady Eagle 
Basketball team. 
Coach Mickey Wells' charges will open the season Nov. 14 and 15 
by hosting Toledo, Kent State and Cumberland in the Lady Eagle Classic. 
Also on the slate are appearances in the University of Cincinnati 
Classic against host UC, Indiana and Kent State and in the Dial 
Classic at Central Missouri University with host Central Missouri, 
East Tennessee State .and Brigham Young. 
The remainder of the slate includes home and home encounters 
against KiH.C members Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky, Western Kentucky,-
Murray State, Louisville and Northern Kentucky. Marshall also appears 
on a home and home basis. 
Ohio Valley Conference foes, in addition to those on the KHIC 
slate, are Austin Peay, Tennessee Tech and Middle Tennessee. 
Campbellsville and Bellarmine round out the 29-game schedule. 
"He are going to have a very young team this season," stated 
Hells. "We will play a lot of good teams early in the season and 
our youngsters will have to adjust to the college game quickly for us 
to be competitive." 
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MOREHEAD, KY. ---Morehead State University Head Football Coach 
Tom Lichtenberg has announced the appointment of two graduate 
assistant coaches for the 1980 season. 
Named were Billy Jenkins, former head coach at North Hardin 
High School, and Lester Tharp, former assistant coach at West Virginia 
Tech. 
Jenkins, a graduate of the University of Kentucky, will coach 
defensive ends. Tharp, a graduate of West Virginia, will supervise 
wide-receivers. 
"We are extremely pleased to have two coaches with the fine 
experience of Billy and Lester join our staff," stated Lichtenberg. 
"Both have strong football backgrounds and our athletes should 
benefit." 
7 /ll/80jw 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403:>1 
July 16, 1980 
Dear Sports Editor: 
You are cordially invited to meet the 1980 edition of the Morehead 
State University football team and staff Saturday, Aug. 23 at Noon, 
for MSU's annual Football Press Day. 
Activities will begin with a buffet luncheon in the Adron Doran 
University Center, followed by activities at Jayne Stadium. 
We ask that all media representatives come first to the stadium, 
where a bus will transport you to the luncheon and back again. 
Should you have any special requests involving Press Day, please 
let me know sometime beforehand. 
Hope to see you Aug. 23. 
(y::s);J/k 
~~m Wells 
Sports Information Director 
JW:wlj 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Baseball Coach 
Steve Hamilton has announced the signing of David Michael of Louisa 
to a national letter-of-intent. 
A 6-3, 185-pound right-handed pitcher, Michael was an 
outstanding athlete at Lawrence County High School, earning 
all-conference honors in basketball in addition to his baseball 
career. 
"We are extremely pleased that David has signed with us," stated 
Hamilton. "He has an outstanding fastball and good breaking pitch, 
which gives him great potential." 
The latest MSU signee is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. 
_Michael, Rt. 3, -Louisa, -and was coached in high school by Brian 
Keefe. 
7-21-80jw 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Women's Softball 
Coach Loretta Marlow has announced the signing of Tammy Hodge of 
Lexington to an MSU grant-in-aid. 
A 5-6 shortstop-outfielder nicknamed "Bomb Toy," Hodge is 
described by Marlow as having great athletic ability. 
"Tammy has power to all fields and has the ability to play 
just about anywhere defensively," she stated. "We are definitely 
very happy to have her join our program." 
An All-State Tournament choice the last.two years for her 
"Tomboys" summer league team, she is a graduate of Lafayette High 
School and is the daughter of Gene Hodge of Lexington. 
7-25-80jw 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --~ Morehead State University Head Football Coach 
Tom Lichtenperg has announced the appointment of Stan Hixon of 
Lakeland, Fla., to the MSU coaching staff. 
Hixon comes to MSU from coaching positions at Dowling High School 
in Des Moines, Iowa, Iowa State and the University of Richmond. 
"We are very pleased to have Stan join our staff," stated 
Lichtenberg. "His primary responsibility will be the running backs, 
a position he is very familiar with." 
He continued: 
"Stan is an outstanding individual with a good knowledge of the 
game." 
A 1977 graduate of Iowa State where he earned three varsity 
letters in football, Hixon is married to the former Becky Haughton of 
Waterloo, Iowa. 
7-25-80jw 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University women's softball 
coach Loretta Marlow has announced the signing of three MSU students 
to grant-in-aids. 
Included are: 
'''Terry Caristo, a catcher, who hit .333 with two home runs for 
the Lady Eagles last season. 
*Bridget Clay, an outfielder who batted .342 with a team-leading 
five home runs last year. 
~'Jamie Hickle, the starting pitcher for the squad last season. 
"Each of these players made a big contribution to our squad last 
season," stated Marlow. "As seniors this season, we hope they will 
provide leadership on the field." 
MSU will have women's softball as an intercollegiate sport for 
the second season, but is giving grants for the first·time this year. 
Caristo is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs, James Caristo of 
Winchester, Clay is the daughter of Carl Clay of Prestonsburg and 
Hickle is the daughter of Gene Hickle of Vanceburg. 
7-28-80jw 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University Women's Softball 
Coach Loretta Marlow has announced the signing of two outfield 
prospects to MSU athletic grants. 
Signed were Debbie Trotier of LaPorte, Ind. and Jayne Appel 
of Wilder, both 5-8 right-handed hitters. 
Trotier, a graduate of LaPorte High School, carried a 
three-year batting average of .572 and is described as a line-drive 
hitter. 
Appel, a graduate of Campbell County High School, hit .. 402 
this season and "posseses good power and an excellent throwing arm." 
"Both of these players are excellent prospects," stated Marlow. 
"They have the physical tools to be excellent collegiate softball 
players. They will probably be used in the outfield, but they have 
the ability to play other positions." 
Ms. Trotier is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Trotier of 
LaPorte, Ind.·, while Ms. Appel is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
Appel of Wilder. 
The two join Tammy Hodge of Lexington on the list of MSU 
freshmen softball signees. 
7-30-80jw 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT; ,Jpn Well~ 
_606(783.,.,3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky, -~- Mo:r:e than 100 athletes a;t;"e exp~cted ~o heg~n 
reporting Saturday, Aug, 15 1 wheri Mo;t;"eh.ead :;>tate Unj:_yers;LtyJ ~ ~oqtb.fl).l 
Eagles open fall practice, 
Coach Tom Lichtenbel:'g wUl welcome 31 ;t;"etu;rn;i,ng lette;!;'lljeri 1 
including eight seniors 1 :!;;rom last yea;~; 
1 s 5,4~1 ~?quad 1 :h;t't; ;f:;t';r~ t a.t 
MSU. 
Newcomers open camp on Satuxday and xeturneel? ;(epoxt .~undat1 
Aug, 16, 
Following th;~;ee da:ys of cond;L~ioning d;t;;i.)l~ 1 the Eagle~ x;rill 
begin full contact dr:Uh on Tuesday, Aug, 19, 
"We are very eager ;!;or om~ playe;t;(l to xeport 1 '' Lichtenhe;t;g ~a;i.,d, 
"We ha.d an excellent sp;t;;i..ng practice a.nd hope to continue f;t;OJ!l that 
point," 
Coach Lichtenberg and . the Eagles .:will· meet·cthe' press Saturday 
1 
Aug .. '.23; at .noon·.-~· 
MSU opens the 1980 season Sept, 6 in a home encounter with. 
Marshall. Game time is 1:30 p,m, EDT, 
8-8-80jw 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL OUTLOOK 
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Tom Lichtenberg 
faces a tough task in his second season at the Eagle helm. 
Last season, his first as a collegiate head coach, Lichtenberg's 
charges posted a 5-4-1 season record and 3-2-1 slate in the Ohio Valley 
Conference. 
In fact, MSU's third place conference finish was the best for an 
Eagle squad since Coach Guy Penny's 1966 team took the OVC crown. 
,_ 
In all, ,;31: lettermen return. But, 16 lettermen are gone, including 
part of a defense that carried the Eagles to two 7-0 shutouts, a 3-0 
shutout and a 3-3 tie. 
Chief among the losses defensively are starting linebackers Tommy 
Warren, MSU's all-time leading tackler; Rodney Jefferson, an all-OVC 
performer the last two seasons; and free safety Greg Bright, a ninth 
round draft choice of the Cincinnati Bengals. 
But, all is not bleak for MSU, as a deep, veteran offensive line 
returns with a talented sophomore class. 
"We are going to be a very young team this season," stated 
Lichtenberg. "We have only eight seniors and some of them might not be 
playing first team by the time our opening game rolls around." 
He continued: 
"We really feel that some of our younger players from last year 





The first task facing the MSU staff is similar to the one they 
had their first season, finding a quarterback. 
Last season, after the departure of Phil Simms to the professional 
ranks, Lichtenberg tabbed senior Tommy Fox as signal caller. 
Faced with an identical problem this year, the MSU field boss is 
leaning toward sophomore Don Reeves (6-3, 183) to fill the position. 
In limited duty last season, Reeves hit on only 18 of 46 attempts 
) for 196 yards. But, the youngster displayed poise and leadership in 
addition to a strong throwing arm and good running ability. 
Backing Reeves are a group of youngsters including sophomore Jeff 
) Richards (6-1, 194), junior Doug Joiner (5-11, 168) and sophomore Gregg 
Hall (6-1, 194). The biggest problem facing the reserves is no varsity 
) 
quarterbacking experience. 
Another concern facing the Eagles is replacing fullback Bernard 
Mcintosh, the OVC's leading rusher last season and a·~~~~imous all-OVC 
performer. 
Heading the list of candidates for the position are a trio of· 
veterans including junior Alan Mitchell (6-0, 195), junior Dwight Yarn 
(6-0, 185) and sophomore B.J. Ward (6-0, 206). 
Mitchell was the back-up to Mcintosh last season and would seem to 
have the inside track. But, Yarn, last season's starting tailback, has 
good strength and excellent speed and could crack the starting lineup. 
Tailback appears to be the deepest position in MSU!s offensive 
backfield with .three players returning who saw duty last season. 
r· -
The to'p prospect for the job appears to be senior Dorron Hunter 
-~--
(5-8, 185), a wide receiver and kick returner his first three seasons. 




Leading the supporting cast will be junior Marcus Johnson (5-10, 190) 
and sophomore Clifford Thompson (5-8, 179). Johnson could see 
considerable action this fall after being slowed last season by a series 
of injuries. 
Wide receiver could be a question mark, as the majority of last 
year's performers are gone. 
A prime candidate for one of the slots is sophomore Todd Curkendall 
(6-3, 192), who has the size, speed and hands to be a top receiver. He 
was also a teammate of Reeves at Parkersburg (W. Va.) High School. 
Two other candidates for the wide-out positions include junior Bo 
Chambers (6-1, 174) and sophomore Robert King (6-1, 161). Both players 
have game-breakers speed. 
At tight end, senior Tim Devine (6-3, 195) returns as a two-year 
starter. But, pushing for the starting berth is sophomore Steve Pytel 
(6-5, 235), a good athlete who could see playing time for his blocking 
potential alone. 
The offensive interior line should be a team strength, as veterans 
return at all positions. 
Among the returnees is senior tackle Charlie Young (6-6, 255), a 
first-team all-OVC performer last season. ---
Backing up Young at the left tackle position is Ray Yates (6-3, 251),: 
a starter at right tackle most of last season. 
At .left guard,. junior Mike Ealey (6-2, 241) returns. He will be 
backed by sophomore Dean Copeland (6-2, 225). 
The center position should go to junior Keith Watts (6-2, 219), a 
part-time starter each of the last two seasons. Backing up Watts is 




Competition for the right guard slot is fierce, as two veterans, 
junior Tony Cardwell (6-2, 242) and sophomore Rich Zureich (6-4, 249), 
battle for the starting nod. 
Senior Davey Locke (6-2, 235), an offensive guard last season 
should start at right tackle. Adding depth to that position is junior 
Tony Payne, (6-6, 273), a defensive tackle last year, and sophomore 
Bryan Imhoff (6-2, 257), who also saw duty last season. 
The Eagles' kicking game should be strong. 
Returning is sophomore punter John Christopher (6-2, 180), who 
averaged 41.4 yards per punt last season. But, Christopher's future is 
a question mark as he had off-season knee surgery. Holding down the 
back-up duties is sophomore Steve Shetler (6-1, 187). 
The place-kicking department should go to sophomore· Nick Rapier 
(5-11, 181), who hit seven extra points and four of seven field goal 
attempts last season. Backing him up is freshman Mark Stafford (5-11, 194). 
Defensively, a few question marks remain but the personnel appears 
to be there to do the job, 
Leading the defense at left tackle is senior Tim Brewer (6-4, 245), 
an all-OVC second team performer last year. Backing up Brewer will be 
sophomore Ken Imhoff (6-4, 230). 
At nose tackle, no veterans return. Junior Ron Hardee (6-0, 235) 
has been shifted from linebacker and should get the starting nod with 
back-up help coming from sohpomore Brian Mink (6-1, 232) and sophomore 
Billy Goldsmith (6-3, 228). 
The right tackle slot could go to sophomore Tim Duff (6-4, 251) 
with depth coming from sophomore Chris Casterline (6-3, 235) and junior 




Defensive end appears to be a strong position as both starters and 
last year's top substitute return. 
Returning at one end is sophomore Ken Alexander (6-1, 195) while 
senior Marc Kessler (6-4, 219) returns at the other slot. Providing 
depth is sophomore Mike Puthoff (6-2, 203). 
Linebacker was hit hardest by graduation and could be a tough spot 
to fill. 
Leading candidates are senidrs Gary Carmichael (6-1, 197), Rob 
Smith (6-4, 228) and sophomore Dan Gooch (6-0, 203). 
Of the three, Carmichael has the most experience while Smith sat 
out last season as a transfer from Arkansas State. 
The defensive backfield should be solid in spite of losing two 
starters. 
At right cornerback, sophomore Bill Vogt (5-9, 177), a starter last 
season,. returns backed by another returnee, sophomore Gernell Boyd 
(5-11, 174). 
At left corner, junior Carey Reid (5-11, 180) returns with sophomore 
Rusty Hubbard {5-9, 173) providing depth. Both starting cornerbacks are 
veterans but there is little experience behind them. 
The same thing can be said about the rover position, where 
sophomore Jimmie Young (6-0, 179) ~pp~ars to be the front runner. 
At free safety, junior Ken Hopkins (6-4, 192) returns to a position 
he held two year~ ago. A quarterback last season, Hopkins experience 
should be a plus. Providing back-up strength is sophomore Randy Pestana 
(6-0, 176). 
"We should be a better football team than last season," stated 
Lichtenberg. "Our problem is that everyone else in the OVC is going to 





"We won last year because we played with a great deal of emotion. 
For us to be as successful this season, we'll have to duplicate that 
emotional atmosphere." 
8-12-SOjw 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football 
Coach Tom Lichtenberg has announced the election of four MSU 
athletes as captains for the 1980 season. 
Included from the offense are senior tackle of West Palm 
Beach, Fla., Davey 'Locke·, who served as captain last season until 
"injured after the opening game, and senior tailback Dorron Hunter, 
of Cincinnati, a three-year starter. 
Defensively, senior end Marc Kessler of Louisville, called 
the hardest hitter on the squad, and junior safety Ken Hopkins of 
Milton, W. Va., a quarterback last year, will represent the squad. 
"We feel that these young men are not only outstanding 
football players, but outstanding men as well," stated Lichtenberg_. 
"We know they will give us the kind of leadership it takes to be a 
winner.'' 
MSU opens the 1980 campaign Sept. 6 at home against Marshall 
University. Kick off time at Jayne Stadium is 1:30 p.m. 
8-14-80jw 
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MOREHE.AD, KY --- Morehead State University Director of 
Athletics G. E. Moran has anno~nced a 27-game schedule for 
-
basketball Eagles of Coach Wayne Martin for the 1980-81 season. 
Highlighting this year's schedule is MSU's first Eagle 
Classic Tournament with George Washington, Tennessee State, 
Illinois-Chicago Circle and MSU battling for the title Dec. 
5 and 6 in Wetherby Gym. 
The slate also includes appearances against highly regarded 
University of Kansas and Southern Illinois, and home and home 
< encounters against Ohio Valley Conference members. 
Rounding out the list of read games are Marshall, University 
of Charleston, west virginia University and Tennessee State: 
MSU' s home' opponents include Milligan College,, B~~ie_ld 
College, Bowling Green State and East Tennessee State. 
"This year.'s schedule will be a great test for our 
basketball team," stated Moran. "The OVC schedule is always 
tough. Then with teams such as Kansas and Southern Illinois, 
the non-conference side lo'oks very tough as well." 
The Eagles, 15-12 last season and 7-5 in the OVC, open the 
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MOREHEAD, KY --- Morehead State University Director of 
Athletics G. E. Moran has announced a change in MSU's Lady 
Eagle basketball schedule. 
Replacing the University of Toledo in the season opening 
Lady Eagle Invitational Tournament Nov. 14 - 15 in Wetherby 
Gym will be Missouri Western. 
Coach Mickey Wells' team posted a 21-9 record last season, 
including a second-place finish in the Kentucky women's 
Intercollegiate conference State Tournament. 
#### 
8-18-80jw 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- With the loss of all-conference and all-state 
performers, Donna Murphy and Michelle Stowers, Morehead State 
University Lady Eagle Basketball Coach Mickey Wells will be looking 
for new faces to assume the team leadership. 
"The loss of Murphy and Stowers will have a great affect on the 
team this season since both were solid performers and team leaders at 
forward during their careers," said Wells. "This means it will be 
important to have two players step into those starting roles on the 
inside and contribute immediately." 
After a 21-9 finish last season and winning 20 games for the 
second consecutive year, Wells will look to his guards for team 
strength this year. 
Returning starters in the backcourt include Irene Moore, 5-3, 
Whick junior, and Robin Harmon, 5-6, Lovely junior, with 11.6 and 12.2 
points per game averages respectively. 
Other returnees include Martha Rust, 6-0, Southgate sophomore, at 
center; Loretta Hummeldorf, 5-7, Morningview senior; Deb and Dot Burk, 
5-9 and 5-11 respectively, Warsaw seniors; Kathy Goins, 5-3, 
Lawrenceburg sophomore; Frances Moore, 6-1, Booneville junior; and 
Connie Ryan, 5-3, Hillsboro, Ohio senior. 
Wells describes the Lady Eagles' recruiting year as excellent ',and 





• • . ! 
Lady Eagles Basketball 
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
Recruits expected to contribute immediately include Lynn Miley, 
6-1 guard-forward from Sarahsville, Ohio who averaged 24 points and 
16 rebounds per game; Linda Reinke, 6-2 center from Strongsville, 
Ohio, 20.7 points and 14.5 rebounds per game average; Rita Berry, 
5-7 All-State guard from Pewee Valley, 15-point average; and Priscilla 
Blackford, 5-11 forward from Versailles, 21.4 points and 14.7 rebounds 
average. · 
Other top newcomers include Jeanette Vinson,. 5-8 forward from 
Ironton, Ohio; Winky Jackson, 5-9 _forward from-Louisville;. Tammy .::._:__ ·. 
Co 11 ins , 5-11 g~ar_d _f_ro_ll1_ Mor e~ea~_; _ _!) ~~-d:r: a __ F_ri _!:_s C:~-~=-~ _ 
guard-forward from Winchester; and Missy Qaydos, 5-10 forward from 
Mt. Olivet. 
"This season will be a challenging experience for our coaching 
staff and players," Wells said. "Competition is the backbone of any 
team and our practices should be very ~~~:t:;ited __ _!:o_E playin/?i_spots. :·. 
The Lady Eagles open the season Nov. 14 and 15 hosting Missouri-






MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980-81 Lady Eagle Basketball Schedule 
Opponent Site 
Nov. 14-15 Lady Eagle Invitational Morehead, Ky. 
(MSU, Kent State, Cumberland, Missouri _Western) 
Nov. 21-22 University of Cincinnati Classic Cincinnati, Ohio 
(MSU, Cincinnati, Indiana, Kent State) 
Nov. 25 Miami' (Ohio) 
Dec. 5-6 :Di_al Classic 
(MSU, Central Missouri, Brigham Young, East 
Dec. 12 Northern Kentucky 
Jan. 1 Kentucky 
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Charleston, W. Va. 
Dayton, Ohio 
Richmond, Ky. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Eagle Basketball Coach 
Wayne Martin has announced that two former Lexington high school stars 
have transfered:-to::.MSU and will be eligible for the 1981-82 season. 
Making the jump to MSU are Harold Moore, a 6-7, 190-pound forward 
that spent the past two seasons at Ohio University, and Guy Minnifield, 
a 6-3, 170-pound guard that played last year at Iowa State. 
"We are extremely pleased that these two former Lexington high 
school players have decided to join our program," stated Martin. 
"Lexingtonians Charlie Clay and Ted Hundley both achieved outstanding 
success at MSU and we expect these two young men to follow in their 
footsteps." 
He continued: 
"Both players came to us in what we consider to be acceptable 
situations. They are both Kentuckians we recruited originally out of 
high school and the coaches at their former institutions were recently 
replaced." 
Both Moore and Minnifield played for Coach Al Prewitt at Henry 
Clay High School. 
##### 
8-25-80jw 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The season opener is less than two weeks 
away and Morehead State University Head Football Coach Tom 
Lichtenberg is pleased with the attitude and health of his team. 
"We came to camp with a great attitude and that emotional 
pitch hasn't diminished," Lichtenberg said: "We had an __ excellent 
s~ring and our players have ~r~g~essed well." ______ _ 
He continued: 
"Our execution still isn't what it should be, but we hope-· 
that over the next two weeks we can smooth out the rough edges." 
Physically, the Eagles are fairly sound with only one 
player receiving a·sex-ious- injury. Defensive end Tyx-one Fuller, 
Cincinnati fx-eshman, will be out of action for six weeks with a 
broken leg. 
"We have our share of bumps and bruises," added Lichtenbex-g. 
"But, in a contact sport such as football, those are to be expected." 
The Eagles' final pre-season scx-immage will be on Saturday, 
Aug, 30 at 1 p.m. at Jayne Stadium. The sc:rimmage is closed to 
the public. 
MSU opens the 1980 season on Saturday, Sept. 6 at home against 
Marshall University. 
8-27-80jw 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- After a 30-12 season, Morehead State 
University Head Volleyball Coach Laradean Brown expects an even 
stronger team with more dep.th for 1980. 
The Lady Eagles finished second in the Kentucky Women's 
Intercollegiate Conference (KWIC) and third in Region II. 
"Last season was filled with good memories," Brown said. 
"We enjoyed replaying the David vs. Goliath story by defeating 
larger schools such as Ohio State, the University of Tennessee, 
Memphis State and North Carolina." 
Losing only three players, Brown will look to four freshmen 
to fill the gaps. 
Lady Eagles recruits include Patty Koch and Tracy Slater of 
Michigan Citr, Ind.; Sally Liber, Cincinnati; and Debbie Trottier, 
LaPorte, Ind. 
"These four freshmen will eliminate some of our weak areas 
and will be able to help us immediately," said Brown. 
Brown says the most improved area of team play will be the 
setting-spiking communication and coordination. 
"We will be spending more time working with our setters this 
year and feel we have valuable talent and depth in the setting 




Returnees in the middle include Martha Rust, 5-11 Southgate 
sophomore and Sharon Stowers, 5-10 Covington senior. Both were 
named to the Region All-Tournament team last season. 
"Our height will not be as much of an advantage as in the past 
because our 5-11 girls will-be looking up at many of the opposing 
middle blockers this year," Brown added. 
Other returnees include Vicki Arlinghaus, Elsmere junior; Lisa 
Luthy, Bellevue junior; Peg Hofmann, Cincinnati sophomore; Becky 
Peterson, Fairfield, Ohio sophomore; Margie Ruschman, Newport senior; 
and Donna Wiziecki, Michigan City, Ind. senior. 
The Lady Eagles open the 1980 season Sept. 6 at the KWIC Preview 

























ALL HOME MATCHES IN CAPs 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERsLT"¥ 
.1980 Volleyball schedule 
KI'J"Tc·· Preview Tournament· (Lexii}gton). 
EASTERN KENTUCKY 
MIDWAY COLLEGE 





University of Dayton (Dayton, Ohio). 
Michigan State University 
Cleveland State University 
University of Louisville 
Eastern Kentucky 
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY 
Northern Kentucky 




University of Charleston 
UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE 
Lady Vol Invitational (Knoxville, Tenn.) 
(10 Team Tournament) 
University of Kentucky 
Marshall University (Huntington, 1-J. Va.) 
Rio Grande University 
NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
Ball State Invita.tional (Muncie, Ind,) 
Indiana Tech 
Indiana.State 
Miami of Ohio 
Northeast Illinoi$ 
Ball State University 
MI:N1r oF omo 
MARSHA.LL UNI.VERSJ:T¥ 
XAVJ:ER, UNIVERsiTY 
sTATE TOUR,NAMENT (TBA} 
..... 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. The Morehead State University Lady EagleF 
tennis team is now 6":"0 bh ·the season with recent wins over 
Northern Kentucky University and the University of Dayton. 
Coach Beverly Mayhew's squad won all sets against Dayton 
and only dropped two sets against the Lady Norse. 
Singles' winners for MSU included Fiona Moffitt, Dawlish, 
England junior; Alison Hill, BristoL England sophomore; kerstin 
Wictorin, stockholm, sweden freshman; Liz oosthuizen, Kitwe, 
zambia junior; Miriam Hard, Westerville, Ohio junior and Jennie 
Circle, Springfield, Ohio junior. 
In doubles, Moffitt-oosthuizen, Hill-Circle and Wictorin-Hard 
recorded wins. 
only Moffitt at No. 1 singles and Wictorin-Hard at No. 3 
doubles lost a set during the Northern match. Moffitt came from 








OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Lady Eagle Tennis 
Coach Beverly Mayhew expects the 1980-81 team to improve on last 
season's 12-6 mark. 
Three recruits, plus returnees and walk-ons are responsible for 
this optimism. 
The recruits include Kerstin Wictorin, Stockholm, Sweden freshman; 
Elizabeth Oosthuizen, Kitwe, Zambia junior; and Fiona Moffitt, Dawlish, 
England junior. 
"The additions of Fiona, Elizabeth and Kerstin will make us 
contenders for not only the Ohio Valley Conference title, but also the 
regional and even the national AIA\v Division II crowns," said Mayhew. 
Returnees include Alison Hill, Bristol, England sophomore who 
posted a 12-4 individual record last season; Miriam Hard; Westerville, 
Ohio junior who was 10-6 last season; and Jennie Circle, Springfield, 
Ohio junior with a 9-7 mark last season. 
Three walk-ons will add depth to the Lady Eagle squad including 
Theresa Campbell, Hazard sophomore, Liz Hamilton, Morehead junior, and 
Patty Zuniga, Paris junior. 
"It's a good feeling to call for try-outs and have so many talented 
players show up," said Mayhew. 
The Lady Eagles open the fall season at home against Western 

































MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
WOMENS TENNIS SCHEDULE 1980-81 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY OF CHARLESTON 
MIAMI OF OHIO 
University of Dayton (at Northern Ky.) 
Northern Kentucky University 
Marshall University 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Vanderbilt University (at University of Louisville) 
University of Louisville 
AUSTIN PEAY UNIVERISTY 
TENNESSEE TECH UNIVERSITY 
Ohio State University 
Michigan State University (at Ohio State) 
University of Kentucky 
NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
University of Pittsburgh (at Univ. of Cincinnati) 
University of Cincinnati 
KWIC State Tournament 
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI 
Ohio University 
Carson Newman 
East Tennessee State University 
Appalachian State University (a.t East Tenn. St. Univ.) 
Virginia Tech University 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE 
Miami of Ohio 
Western Michigan_University 
University of Illinois 
OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
Centre 
Eastern Michigan University (at Eastern Kentucky Univ.) 
ALL HOME MATCHES IN CAPS 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim \-Jells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- For the second time in as many seasons, a 
former Morehead State University football player has made a National 
Football League roster. 
Greg Bright, a 6-1, 206-pound graduate of MSU who was the ninth 
round draft choice of the Cincinnati Bengals, made the final cut team 
and started the season at strong safety against Tampa Bay. 
In four seasons at MSU, Bright played both safety and cornerback, 
earning second-team all-OVC honors at defensive back his senior season. 
Bright is the third former MSU athlete to make an NFL roster, 
joining Phil Simms, a former teammate in his second season, and Gary 
Shirk, in his fifth year, both with the New York Giants. 
Bright, a native of Louisville, is a graduate of Butler High 
School. 
9-4-SOjw 
OFFICE OF NEvJS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Fred Stewart 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University and the Morehead 
Kiwanis Club will host a benefit golf tournament on Saturday, Sept.20 
at the MSU Golf Course. 
The one-day event will be divided into five flights with all 
flights determined after nine holes. An 18-hole score will determine 
the winner. Prizes will be awarded to the top three in each flight 
and for the longest drive, closest to the hole and longest putt. 
Entry deadline is Sept. 19. All entries should be mailed to 
Kiwanis Tourney, MSU Golf Course, U.S. 60 East, Morehead, KY 40351. 
Proceeds from the tournament will go to Kiwanis Club charities. 
9-5-80j s 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football Coach 
Tom Lichtenberg has announced that two players have transferred to 
MSU and will be eligible for the 1981 season. 
Joining MSU are David Phillips, 6-5, 265-pound offensive tackle 
and George Rudd, 6-0, 200-pound running back. 
Phillips, from Parkersburg, W.Va., was West Virginia's "Player 
of the Year" his senior season and was a second-team defensive tackle 
at Ohio State last year. 
Rudd, an all-state performer at Boone County High School, enrolled 
at the University of Kentucky, but left school before participating in 
any games. 
"Both David and George are excellent athletes and both have come 
to MSU with excellent attitudes," stated Lichtenberg. "They both have 
great talent and will make excellent additions to our football 
program." 
9-5-80jw 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead State University Lady Eagle Basketball 
Coach Mickey Wells has announced that Sharon Combs, a 5-9 guard from 
Knott County Central High School, has transferred to MSU and will be 
eligible immediately. 
Transferring from Eastern Kentucky University, she averaged 25 
points, 10 rebounds and six assists per game her senior year in high 
school and earned All-District, All-Region and All-State honors. 
A member of the East-West and Kentucky-Indiana all star teams, 
Combs was also an honorable mention All-American with single game highs 
of 47 points and 18 rebounds. 
"Sharon is a very welcome addition to the Lady Eagle program," 
stated Wells. "She is a great outside shooter, handles the ball well 
and is an exceptional passer." 
He continued: 
"Sharon has all the tools to be a fine collegiate player and will 
give us great depth at the guard position." 
The newest Lady Eagle is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reece Combs 
of Knott County. 
9-5-80jw 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Opening the season on a disappointing note, the 
Morehead State University Eagles dropped a 35-8 decision to Marshall 
before a capacity crowd of 10,000 at MSU's Jayne Stadium.Saturday. 
In spite of the one-sided score, MSU Head Coach Tom Lichtenberg 
found positive points both offensively and defensively. 
"I was generally pleased with our young kids overall," stated 
the Eagle boss. "Offensively, tailback Brian Shimer (Naples, Fla. 
freshman), tight end J?~yid Thurkill (Cincinnati freshman) and tackle 
,;·· 
---------
Davey L~c:k_e_(West Palm Beach, Fla. senior co-captain) had a go~dg<:tme_._:.:. 
He conti.nued: 
"Defensively, we started sophomores at linebacker (Dan Gooch of 
Hawesville) and safety (Jimmie Young of Oak Ridge, Tenn.) in their 
first varsity starts and both played aggressively which was encouraging." 
Statistically, Shimer led the Eagles in rushing with 29 yards on 
seven carries and MSU's lone touchdown. He set up the scoring play 
with a 28-yard burst off left tackle. 
Other ground gainers for HSU included Dorron Hunter, Cincinnati 
senior, with 48 yards on 13 carries; Alan Hitchell, Cincinnati junior, 
with 24 yards on six carries; and Marcus Johnson, Cincinnati .iunior, 
with 11 yards on five carries. 
Quarterback Jeff Richards, Oak Ridge, Tenn. sophomore, came off the 
bench to spark the Eagles in the second half, completing three of 
seven passes for 72 yards.'He threw one interception. 
Don Reeves, Parkersburg, W. Va. sophomore, started for HSU, but hit 
on only one of 11 passes :for ·three· yacrds and was -intercepted twice. 
(more) 
Football MSU vs. Marshall 
2-2-2-2 
Bo Chambers, Louisville junior, led Eagle receivers with two catches 
for 28 yards while Robert King, Cincinnati sophomore, had one catch 
for 44 yards and Mitchell caught one for three yards. 
After off-seasori"knee surgery, punter John Christopher, Norwalk, 
Ohio sophomore, kicked seven times for a 37.2-yard average. 
The Eagles' opponent this weekend will be the James Madison Dukes, 
a· 34-6 loser to Appalachian State· in last w_eek: s op_e_!l_e_~ 
"We know that James Madison is a very quick team," stated 
Lichtenberg. "Last season they used their quickness to beat us 16-3 
up there. He know that we '11 have to play with a lot of emotion to be 
successful against them this time." 
Two Eagles were injured in the season opener and will be out of 
action for the JMU contest. Linebacker Rob Smith, Cincinnati senior, 
went down the first play with a knee injury and will be .out for 
' 
three weeks. Center Keith Watts, Lexington j_unio_r, was injured in 
the first quarter and will be sidelined for two-weeks with a shoulder 
ailment. 
Stepping in at linebacker will be Gary Carmichael, Staten Island, 
NY senior, while Butch Lowe, Urbana, Ohio sophomore, Tim Rupard, 
Cincinnati freshman, and Dean Copeland, Lexington sophomore, will be 
vying for the center job. 
Kickoff Saturday at Jayne Stadi.um is 1:30 p.m. 
9-8-80jw 
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Yardage Average (Game) 
Yardage Average (Per Rush) 
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Fumbles - Lost 
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Player G Att YG YL NYG TD's AVG YPG LR --Dorron Hunter 1 13 48 0 48 0 3. i 48.0 10 
Brian Shimer 1 7 33 4 29 1 4.1 29.0 28 
Alan Mitchell 1 6 24 0 24 0 4.0 24.0 11 
Marcus Johnson l 5 11 0 11 d 2.2 ll.O 5 
Cliff Thompson l l 3 0 3 0 3.0 3.0 3 
B. J. Ward l l 3 0 3 0 3.0 3.0 3 
Dwight Yarn l l 0 0 0 0 o.o o.o 0 
Jeff Richards l 3 3 5 -2 0 -0.7 -2.0 2 
Don Reeves l 6 8 12 -4 0 -0.7 -4.0 4 
Passing: 
Player G Att Comp Int YDS TD EP Pet CPG PE LG 
Jeff Richards l 7 3 l 72 0 l .429 3.0 106.3 44 
Don Reeves l 11 l 2 3 0 0 .091 1.0 -25.0 3 
Total Offense 
Player G Att YdR YdP Tot YPG 
Jeff Richards l 10 -2 72 70 70.0 
Dorron Hunter l 13 48 0 48 48.0 
Brian Shimer l 7 29 0 29 29.0 
Alan Mitchell l 6 24 0 24 24.0 
Marcus Johnson l 5 11 0 ll ll.O 
Cliff Thompson l l 3 0 3 3.0 
B. J. Ward l l 3 0 3 3.0 
Dwight Yarn l l 0 0 0 0~0 
Don Reeves l 17 -4 3 -1 -1.0 
Pass Receiving: 
Player G Ct Yds TD EP YPR RPG LG 
Bo Chambers l 2 28 0 0 14.0 2.0 18 
Robert King l l 44 0 0 44.0 1.0 44 
Alan Mitchell l l 3 0 0 3.0 1.0 3 
David Thurkill l 0 0 0 l 0.0 0.0 0 
Kickoff Returns 
Player G No Yds Avg: TD 
Dorron Hunter l 3 78 26.0 0 
Punt Returns 
Player-- -- 1 r G No Yds: Ailg . TD ---·--- -
Dorron Hunter l 3 -2; -0.'. 7 0 ---- ----- ! 
----
Punting: 
Player G No Yds · Avg: LG 
John Christopher l 7 261 37.2 47 
Scoring: TD PAT 
Player G P-Ru-Re K-R-P FG TP PPG 
. Brian Shimer l 0- 1- 0 0-0-0 0-0 6 6.0 
David Thurkill l 0- 0- 0 0-0-l 0-0 2 2.0 
---- -= r ---,.,..- -- - --- ~ -------~- ---__ ,__--=- - '0-~- :_ 
• 
Defensive Stats 
Player Tack Asst TP Loss Fum Rec Pass Bl 
David Alexander 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Ken Alexander 4 2 6 1-6 0 0 
Tim Brewer 5 2 7 0-0 0 0 
Gary Carmichael 8 0 8 0-0 0 0 
Chris Casterline 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Bo Chambers 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Tim Duff 4 1 5 0-0 0 0 
Mike Ealey 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Billy Goldsmith 3 1 4 2-4 0 1 
Dan Gooch 7 2 9 0-0 0 0 
Ron Hardee 6 3 9 1-8 0 0 
Ken Hopkins 5 2 7 0-0 0 0 
Rusty Hubbard 2 0 2 1-1 0 0 
Dorron Hunter 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Ken Imhoff 1 1 2 0-0 0 0 
Marc Kessler 3 0 3 0-0 0 0 
Mike Puthoff 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Carey Reid 8 1 9 0-0 0 1 
Bill Vogt 0 1 1 0-0 0 1 
Jimmie Young 4 3 7 1-7 0 0 
) 
) 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 




MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State Unive::sity's Lady Eagle volleyball 
team had a close look over the weekend at what /is to come in Kentucky 
-=-- __ 1 
Women's Intercollegiate Conference competition for 1980. 
The Lady Eagles participated in the recent KWIC Preview Tournament 
at the University of Kentucky. 
The round-robin event included the University of Kentucky, Eastern 
Kentucky University, University of Louisville, Nor.tliern Kentucky 
University and Morehead State. 
After the tournament, MSU Coach Laradean Brown was pleased with 
her team's performance. 
"I did a lot of substituting and the girls seemed to play well 
together regardless of who was on the floor," Brmm said. "They filled 
in and adapted to the changes very well." 
She singled-out several Lady Eagles who had outstanding performances 
including Martha Rust, Southgate sophomore; Sally Liber, Cincinnati 
freshman; Donna Wiziecki, Michigan City, Ind. senior; and Sharon Stowers, 
Covington senior. 
Brown was impressed with the University of Kentucky, calling the 
Lady Kats a strong team and tough opponents. 
The Lady Eagles open the regular season at home against Eastern 
Kentucky and Midway·College on Monday, Sept. 15. Action starts at 
5 p.m. in Wetherby Gym. 
9-9-80rs 
COURSE OF EVENTS INFOR!-11\T ION 
Event: Sports f_qgtball ______ _ 
Sponsor: Morehead State University -------.·--
Date: November 1980 
------~·----··--·----- ·--· 
Time: ___ .!:_: 3_Q__E.!.!Il_, ___________________ _ 
Place: _,:Jayne Sta_~-~1Jill· -~oEehea!!_, __ ~Y 
. 
Admission· Price: --~_E__~r person_ 
Phone No. 606/783-3335 
Course of Events cutegories a-rc: Theil! rc!, Music, Exhibi !"ions, 
Festivals, Special Events, Lecturuf!, Fur Ch:UJren, l'ilms, 
Sports, Convent ions, Places To Go And Thinl-!,s 'l'o See, Re.-; l aunm L s. 
Category Desired: __ Sp~rts _____ _ 
Any Additional Information About The Event: _________________ _ 
Nov. 1 Western Kentucky University 
---·-------------------
Nov. 15 Kentucky State University 
OFFICE OF NE1vS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Lady 
Eagles opened the 1980 tennis schedule on winning notes with 
a 5-4 win over Western Kentucky and a 7-2 decision over 
West Virginia University. 
Against 1-JKU, singles winners for MSU included Alison 
Hill, Briston, England sophomore, at No. 2; Jennie Circle, 
Springfield, Ohio junior, at No. 5;. and Liz Oosthuizen, 
Kitwe, Zambia junior, at No. 6. 
MSU's No. 2 and No. 3 doubles teams of Hill-Circle and 
Oosthuizen-Miriam Hard, Westerville, Ohio junior, posted wins 
while the Lady Eagles' No. l duo of Fiona Moffitt, Dawlish, 
England junior and Kerstein Wictorin, Stockholm, Sweden 
freshman, lost by forfeit. 
Moffitt, Hill, Circle and Oosthuizen clained singles 
wins against WVU while Moffitt-Oothuizen, Hill-Circle and 
Wictorin-Hard won in doubles. 
"Beating Western Kentucky was a great victory for our 
morale," said MSU Coach Beverly Mayhew. "Western won the 
Ohio Valley Conference two years ago and we were last, so 
this win was very good for us." 
MSU, now 2-0 on the season, will host the University of 
Charleston on Friday, Sept. 19. Action begins at 2 p.m. 
9-l5-80rs 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Lady Eagles 
opened the 1980 volleyball season by easily defeating Midway College 
then fell to Eastern Kentucky University in a seesaw match. 
MSU--downed Midway 15-3 and 15-0 before battling EKU in five 
games. 
EKU opened the match with a 15-9 win, but the Lady Eagles 
came back to take 15-9 and 15-13 wins. MSU fell in the final two 
games 15-5 and 15-8. 
"Our competition and enthusiasm were both excellent, but we 
found several weaknesses in our overall game," said MSU Coach 
Laradean Brown. 
The Lady Eagles, now 1-1 on the season, travel to Cookeville, 
Tenn. for the Ohio Valley Conference Invitational on Sept. 19 and 20. 
#### 
9-16-BOrs 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Eagles used a potent 
air attack to down James Madison 2lwl8 last week and even the season 
record at 1-1. 
MSU quarterback Don Reeves, Parkersburg, W.Va. sophomore, rebounded 
from a sub-par performance in the opener to complete 11 of 13 passes for 
177 yards and two touchdowns. 
Leading receiver was Bo Chambers, Louisville junior, who caught 
three passes for 157 yards including touchdown grabs of 72 and 40 yards. 
"We are obviously pleased to win in the way that we did, corning 
from behind," MSU Head Coach Torn Lichtenberg stated. "We really believe 
in the character of our players and they displayed that character 
Saturday." 
The Eagles fell behind 10-0 in"the first period, but cut the margin 
to 10-8 at halftime. Reeves scored the Eagles' first touchdown on a 
two-yard run, capping a 13-yard drive following a James Madison fumble. 
Reeves then hit tight end Tim Devine, Sharonville, Ohio senior, for the 
two=point conversion. 
MSU took command of the game in the third quarter when Reeves and 
Chambers combined for two scoring strikes in three minutes. 
"Going into the season we felt that we would be able to throw the 
ball successfully," Lichtenberg stated. "It was just a matter of putting 
all the factors together." 





"We haven't been able to generate any consistency on the ground," 
he said. "The problem has been that potential eight and nine yard gains 
have resulted in one and two yard efforts." 
He continued: 
"We're going to try to use our open date this week, which is coming 
at a good time for us, to get people healthly and do a little more 
teaching." 
With the open date Saturday, the Eagles will be using the time to 
prepare for the Ohio Valley Conference opener at Middle Tennessee State 
Sept 27. 
"Middle Tennessee has a very young football team and one of the most 
exciting quarterbacks in the league in Brown Sanford," Lichtenberg 
stated. "He puts tremendous pressure on the defense with his strong arm, 
quick feet and good speed." 
The Blue Raiders of Coach Boots Donnelly are 0-2, but Lichtenberg 
feels they have great potential. 
"Middle Tennessee has good team quickness and that has given us 
trouble in both our first two games," he said. 
The contest at Murfreesboro will mark MSU's first road game of the 
season and will also be one of three night games scheduled this year. 
The OVC opener for both squads will have an 8:30 p.m. EDT kickoff 
at MTSU's Horace Jones Field. 
9-17-SOjw 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CO!~TACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Liz Hamitlon, Morehead junior, is a'member of 
the 1980-81 Morehead State University Lady Eagles tennis team. 
Coach Beverly Mayhew expects this year's team to improve on 
last season's 12-6 mark. 
' 
"I think we will be contenders for the Ohio Valley Conference 
title, the re~ional and possibly the national AIAW Division II crowns," 
said Mayhew. 
"Liz is a great all-around athlete who will add strength to,the 
team." 
The Lady Eagles are currently 2-0 on the season, 














































MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Football Statistics ( 2 Games) 
Record: 1-1-0 · 
TEAM 









Yardage Average (Game) 
Yardage Average (Per Rush) 




-Yardage Average (Game) ___ _ 
. Yardage Average (Per Comp) 
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Scoring by Quarters 


















































Player G Att YG YL NYG TD'S AVG --ypc LR -
Dorion Huritei'c- 2 36 ll6 6 llO 0 3.1 55.0 10 
Brian Shimer 1 7 33 4 29 1 4.1 29.0 28 
Marcus Johnson 2 14 48 0 48 0 3.4 24.0_ 7 
Alan Mitchell 2 9 27 0 27 0 3.0 13.5 ll 
Dwight Yarn 2- 6 15 2 13 0 2,2 6.5 8 
Cliff Thompson 1 1 3 0 3 0 3.0 3,0 3 
B.J. Ward 2 1 3 0 3 0 3.0 1.-5 3 
Don Reeves 2 14 19 11:' 2 1 0.1 1.0 .-4 
Jeff Richards 1 3 3 5 -2 0 -0.7 -2.0 2 
Passing 
Player G. Att Comp Int YDS TD EP Pet CPG Yd. Comp LG 
Don Reeves 2 24 12 2 180 2 1 -. 500 6.0 15.0 72 
Jeff Richards 1 7 3 1 72 0 1 .429 3.0 24.0 44 
Dorron Hunter 2 1 1 0 45 0 0 1. 000 0.5 45.0 45 
Total Offense 
Player G Att YdR YdP Tot YPG - -
Don Reeves 2 38 2 180 182 91.0 
Dorron Hunter 2 37 llO 45 155 77.5 \ 
Jeff Richards 1 10 -2 72 70 70.0 
Brian Shimer 1 7 29 0 29 29.0 
Marcus Johnson 2 14 48 0 48 24.0 
Alan Mitchell 2 9 27 0 27 13.5 
Dwight Yarn 2 6 13 0 13 6.5 
Cliff Thompson 1 1 3 0 3 3.0 
B.J. Ward 2 1 3 0 3 1.5 
Pass Receiving 
Player G Ct Yds TD EP YPR RPG 'LG - -
Bo Chambers 2 5 185 2 0 37.0 2.5 72 
Tim Devine 2 4 36 0 1 -9.0 2.0 15 
Dorron Hunter 2 3 23 0 0 7.7 1.5 10 
Alan Mitchell 2 2 -5 0 0 -2.5 1.0 3 
Robert King 2 1 44 0 0 44.0 0.5 44 
Todd Curkendall 2 1 14 0 0 14.0 0.5 14 
David Thurkill 2 0 ' 0 0 1 0.0 0.0 0 
Kickoff Returns 
Player G No Yds Avg TD -
Dorron Hunter 2 6 152 25.3 0 
Dea:n Copeland 2 1 0 0.0 0 
) 
Punt Returns 
Player G No Yds Avg TD 
Rusty Hubbard 2 1 3 3.0 0 
DEFENSIVE STATS 
~ Player Tack Asst TP Loss Fum Rec Pass Bl 
David Alexander 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Ken Alexander 11 4- 15 1-6 0 0 
Tim Brewer 11 3 14 1-1 1 0 
Gary Carmichael 16 5 21 1-8 0 0 
~ Chris Casterline 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Bo Chambers 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Steve Denny 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Tim Duff 9 4 13 1-4 0 0 
Mike Ealey 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Billy Goldsmith 6 2 8 2-4 0 1 
Dan Gooch 18" 4 22 0-0 0 1 
Ron Hardee 10 7 17 1-8 0 0 
Ken Hopkins 10 6 16 0-0 0 0 
Rusty Hubbard 5 0 5 1-1 0 0 
Dorron Hunter 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Ken Imhoff 1 1 2 0-0 0 0 
~ Marc Kessler 5 0 5 0-0 0 0 
Brian Mink 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Mike Puthoff 6 2 8 0-0 0 0 
Carey Reid .11 3 14 0-0 0 1 
Mark Stafford 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Bill Vogt 6 2 .8 1-1 0 1 
~ B.J. Ward 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Dwight Yarn 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Jimmie Young 8 5 13 1-7 0 0 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
MOREHEAD, Ky~ --- Jennie Circle, Springfield, Ohio junior is 
a member of the 1980-81 Morehead State University Lady Eagles tennis 
team. 
Coach Beverly Mayhew expects this year's team to improve on last 
season's 12-6 mark. 
"I think we will be contenders for the Ohio Valley Conference 
title, the regional and possibly the national AIAW Division II crowns," 
Mayhew said. 
"Jennie is aggressive and loves a tough match. She has been the 
mainstay of our last two winning seasons," said Mayhew. 
The Lady Eagles are currently 2-0 on the season. 





OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Patty Zuniga, Paris junior, is a member of 
the 1980-81 Morehead Sta.te University Lady Eagles tennis team. 
Coach Bever-ly Mayhew expects this year's squad to improve on 
last season's 12-6 mark and be contenders for the Ohio Valley 
Conference title, the regional and possibly the national AIAW 
Division II crowns. 
"Patty· has a good attitude and a great deal of determination," 
said Mayhew. 
Zuniga is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Zuniga of 375 
Mt. View, Paris. 
9-.8-80rs 
,_ 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Miriam Hard of Westerville, Ohio is a member 
of the 1980-81 Morehead State University Lady Eagles tennis team. 
Coach Beverly Mayhew expects this year's squad to improve on 
last season's 12-6 mark. 
"I think we will be contenders for the Ohio Valley Conference 
title, the regional and possibly the national AIAW Division II crowns," 
said Mayhew. 
Hard posted a 10-6 record last season in individual competition. 
"Miriam has a great attitude, excellent technique and tremendous 
self-discipline·," Mayhew said. 
The Lady Eagle's are currently 2-0 on the season. 
Hard is the daughter of the Rev. and Mrs, Larry Hard of 
685 Timberlake Dr., Westerville, Ohio. 
9-20-80rs 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
·M,OREHEAD, Ky. --- Teresa Campbell, Hazard sophomore, is a member 
of the 1980-81 Morehead State University Lady Eagles tennis team. 
Coach Beverly Mayhew expects this year's squad to improve on 
last season's 12-6 mark and be a contender for the Ohio Valley 
Conference title, the regional and possibly the national AIAW 
Di¥ision II crowns. 
"Teresa is a good athlete," said Mayhew. "I think she is one of 
the best tennis players in southeast Kentucky." 
The Lady Eagles are currently 2-0 on the season. 
Campbell is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Campbell of 
216 Baker Ave.·, Hazard. 
9-20-80rs 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
XOREHEAD, KY 40351 
.. 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Lady Eagle 
tennis team~ is-·now riding a 4-0-·winningc streak after two weekend 
victories. 
The Lady Eagles broke even in singles play v7ith No.- 2 Alison 
Hill, Bristol, England sophomore; No. 3 Kerstin Wictorin, 
Stockholm, Sweden freshman; and No. 6.Jennie Circle, Springfield, 
Ohio junior, recorded victories while the Nos. 1, 4 and 5 players 
were defeated. 
The No. 1 doubles team of Fiona Moffitt, Dawlish, England 
junior and Liz Oosthuizen, Kitwe, Zambia junior, and the No. 2 
team of Hill-Circle claimed wins.in leading MSU to a narrow 5-4 
decision over Miami '(Ohio) ··university. 
The Lady Eagles easily defeated the University of Charleston 
7-2 as Moffitt, Hill, Wictorin, Oosthuizen and Circle recorded 
singles wins. 
Moffitt-Oosthuizen and Hill-Circle won doubles play. 
MSU remains unbeaten on the season and travels to Northern 
Kentucky University on Saturday, Sept. 27. The Lady Eagles will 
face NKU and the University of Dayton. 
9-22-80rs 
.. 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Lady Eagle 
volleyball team celebrated Coach Laradean Brown's birthday with 
\ 
the 1980 Ohio Valley Conference Invitational Championship over the 
past weekend in Cookeville, Tenn. 
MSU downed Eastern Kentucky University in the finals, breaking 
a 2-2 deadlock in the best of five series with a 15-8 win in the 
final game. 
The Lady Eagles fell to EKU in the early rounds of the 
round-robin tournament but rebounded to defeat Tennessee Tech, 
Austin Peay and Middle Tennessee to earn a berth in the championship 
match against the Lady Colonels. 
MSU won the first game in the finals 15-12 then dropped the 
next two 15-12 and 15-8 before the Lady Eagles came back to tie 
the match at 2-2 with a 15-8 win in the fourth game.and an 
identi.cal 15-8 decision for the title in the final game. 
"I thought it was great volleyball competition," said Coach 
Brown. "The finals between Morehead State and Eastern featured 
two very strong teams." 
The Lady Eagles travel to Dayton, Ohio to· face the' 
University of Dayton and Michigan State on Sept. 27. 
9-22-80rs 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- For Morehead State University Eagle Basketball 
Coach Wayne Martin, the 1980-81 campaign will be one where the old and new 
must mold together. 
The Eagles return eight lettermen, including four starters from last 
year's 15-12 squad which lost to Murray State in overtime at the Ohio 
Valley Conference playoffs. 
Among the top returnees are MSU's double-figure scoring junior guard 
Glenn Napier (6-3) and sophomore forward Eddie Childress (6-6). 
Napier, a two-year starter, averaged 13.1 points per game last season, 
while Childress finished his freshmen year with an average of 11.7 points 
and 4.8 rebounds per game. 
Close to the squad leaders were MSU's other returning two-year 
starters, juniors Norris Beckley (6-2) and Greg Coldiron (6-6). Beckley 
average 9.3 points and 4.3 rebounds, while Coldiron averaged 9.3 points 
and 2.9 rebounds. 
Senior Albert Spencer (6-9), a part-time starter last season at center 
until sidelined by an injury, also returqs·to battle for his old position. 
Other returnees include veteran guards' John Solomon (6-2) and Rocky 
Adkins (6-3), a senior and junior respectively. Also returning is junior 
• forward Jeff Riley (6-7), an outstanding outside shooter. 
What could make a coach happier than having eight returning veterans 
with four starters thrown in? The answer in the case of Martin is having 




Called by some as one of MSU's best-ever recruiting crops, the 
freshman class boasts three players 6-3 or better and three other athletes 
that could be assets in their first season. 
Among the big people are 6-10 Jeff Tipton and Darrell Lyons. Backing 
up that duo is Craig Smith, a 6-8 forward-center. 
The "little" guys in the recruiting crop include Dickie Alexander (6-6), 
Henry Johnson (6-3) and Jeff Fultz (6-3). 
Alexander and Johnson can best be described as "power" players in 
spite of their size while Fultz should get the chance to challenge for the 
point guard slot. 
In spite of having eight returnees, the Eagles must be described as 
being a young team, as the squad boasts only two seniors (Solomon and 
Spencer) and six juniors on the 16-player roster. 
9-23-SOjw 
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606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Lady Eagle 
volleyball team faced even competition in a recent tri-match at 
the University of Dayton. 
The Lady Eagles defeated the host team in five games, 15-7, 
15-13, 11-15, 11-15 and 15-9, .then fell to Cleveland State 
University 14-16, 6-15, 15-10, 15-4, 10-15. 
"The girls received a lot of playing experience," said Coach 
Laradean Brown. "We faced really even competition." 











































MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Football Statistics ( 3 Games) 
Record: 2-1-0 (OVC 1-0-0) 
TEAM 









Yardage Average (Game) 
Yardage Average (Per Rush) 




Yardage Average (Game) 
Yardage Average· (Per Comp) .. ' t-·~ , - c.omp! 























Scoring by Quarters 











190 0 7 1 
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\ 
INDIVUAL - ,r ' 
\ 
Rushing 
Player G Att YG YL NYG TD's AVG YPG LR 
Dorron Hunter 3 56 189 IT TIS -r- T.2 59.3 IS 
Brian Shimer 2 14 60 13 47 1 3.4 23.5 28 
Marcus Johnson 3 l,Y 48 0 48 0 3.2 16.0 7 
Alan Mitchell 3 14 43 0 43 0 3.1 14.3 11 
Dwight Yarn 3 1~9~i 24 2 22 0 2.4 7.3 8 
Cliff Thompson 1 1 . )_ ·o 3 0 3.0 3.0 3 
Doug Joiner 1 1 I ·:2 ·o 2 0 2.0 2.0 2 
Don Reeves 3 19. ·-. 36-::c 32 4 1 0.2 1.3 '4 
Jeff Richards 2 6 9 7' 2 0 0.3 1.0 6 
B.J. Ward 3 1 3 . o-·· 
/ -3 0 3.0 1.0 3 
Passing 
Player G Att Coi~·· Int ... ;:YDS .. ,.,TD EP Pet CPG'YD. ComE LG Don Reeves J ~ -2- - 309 3 1 . -:-543 .. b.3 16.3 n 
Jeff Richards 2 8 3 1 72 0 1 .375 1.5 24.0 44 
Dorron Hunter 3 3 2 0 69 0 0 .667 0.7 34.5 45 
Total Offense 
Player G Att YdR YdP Tot YPG 
Don Reeves 3 54 4 309 313 104.3 
Dorron Hunter 3 59 178 69 247 82.3 
Jeff Richards 2 14 2 72 74 24.7 
Brian Shimer ? 14 47 0 47 23.5 
Marcus Johnson 3 15 48 0 18 16.0 
Alan Mitchell 3 14 43 0 43 14.3 
Dwight Yarn 3 9 22 0 22 7.3 
Cliff Thompson 1 1 3 0 3 3.0 
B.J. Ward 3 1 3 0 3 1.0 
Doug Joiner 1 1 2 0 2 2.0 
' 
Pass Receiving 
Player G Ct Yds TD EP YPR RPG LG 
Bo Chambers 3 6 J_9_8. 2 0 33.0 2.0 72 
Tim Devine 3 8 137 1 1 18.4 2.7 35 
Dorron Hunter 3 4 33 0 0 8.3 1.3 10 
Alan Mitchell 3 3 0 0 0 0.0 1.0 5 
Robert King 3 1 44 0 0 44.0 0.3 44 
Todd Curkendall 3 1 14 0 0 14.0 0.2 14 
David Thurkill 3 0 0 0 1 0.0 0.0 0 
Don Reeves 3 1 2~- 0 0 24.0 0.3 24 
InterceEtions 
Player G No Ret. Yd. l.P .G. TD's 
Jiinmie Yourtg 3 1 1 0.3 0 
Kickoff Returns 
Player G No Yds Avg TD 
Dorron Hunter 3 8 189 23.6 0 
Dean Copeland 3 1 0 0.0 0 
_._ .. 
Punt Returns -Player -G. No Yds · Avg~·TD--· . 
Rusty Hubbard 3 1 3 3.0 0 
nn.,...,..nn 'J..i,,,., t-o.,.. 1 [,_ Q ? 1 .. n 
DEFENSIVE STATS 
t Player Tack Asst TP Loss Fum Rec Pass Bl 
David Alexander 2 \ 0 2 0-0 I 0 ' 0 I 
Ken Alexander 18 ' ' '6 24 - 3-12 0 0 ' --' Tim Brewer ll 3 14 1-1 ! 1. 0 
Gary Carmichael 2-8- 6 34 
------1 
1 0 t 4-22 
Chris Casterline 2 0 2_ o =--o - 0 0 
Bo Chambers 1 0 1 0-0- _! 0 0 
Keith Curry 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Steve Denny 1 0 ·1 0-0 0 0 
Tim Duff 15 5 2fil 1-4 0 0 
• Mike Ealey 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 Charlie Franklin 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Billy Goldsmith 10 3 13 2-4 0 1 
Dan Gooch 24 12 36 o·-o 0 1 
Ron_ Hardee 13 8 21 2-10 0 0 
Ken Hopkins 10 6 : 16- o-=--o- 0 0 
• Rusty Hubbard 5 1 6 1-1 0 0 Dorron Hunter 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
:Ken-Imhorf 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Marc Kessler 5 0 5 0-0 0 0 
Brian Mink 1 1 2 0-0 0 0 
Mike Puthoff 7 3 10 0-0 0 0 
Carey Reid 12 3 15 0-0 0 1 
Mark Stafford 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Bill Vogt 10 3 13 1-1 0 1 
B.J. Ward 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 




0-0 0 0 
Dwight Yarn 1 ' 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Jimmie Young 
11 J 8 19 1-7 0 0 -- - __ _) 
-----
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Fred Stewart 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Lady E~gle 
volleyball team fell to 6-4 on the season after a loss to the 
University of Louisville. 
The Lady Eagles won the first game of the match 15-4, then 
fell to the Lady cardinals 17-15, 15-11, 15-11. 
"I was amazed at Louisville's defensive performance," said 
MSU coach Laradean Brown. "We didn't vary our offense and that 
is something we must learn to do with more confidence." 
Coach Brown singled-out Sharon Stowers, Covington senior, 
for her consistent performance and overall play during the match. 
The Lady Eagles host Bellarmine, Ohio University, Tennessee 
Tech and the University of Charleston in the Lady Eagle Invitational 





OFFICE OF NEI.JS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Director of Athletics 
G. E. Moran has announced a change in MSU's 1980-81 Eagle basketball 
schedule. 
Coach Wayne Martin's charges will play the University of Kansas 
on Monday, Dec. 8, in Lawrence, Kan., instead of Dec. 9 as originally 
announced. 
MSU was 15-12 last season, including a 7-5 record in Ohio Valley 
Conference play. 
The Eagles will debut Thursday, Nov. 13, against the Marathon Oil 
AAU team of Lexington in an exhibition game. Tip-off time in Wetherby 
Gym is 7:30p.m. 
10-2-80jw 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980-81 Eagle Basketball Schedule 
Date Opponent 
Dec. 1 Milligan College 
Dec. 2 Bluefield College 
Dec. 5-6 Eagle Classic 
(MSU, George Washington, Tennessee State, 
Dec. ~ ~niversity of Kansas 
Dec.- 13 _ ~:~ow ling Green State 
Dec. 15 Marshall 
Dec. 20 Southern Illinois 
Jan. 3 Middle Tennessee State 
Jan. 8 Murray State 
Jan. 10 Austin Peay 
Jan. 12 University of Charleston 
Jan. 15 University of Akron 
Jan. 17 Tennessee Tech 
Jan. 22 Eastern Kentucky 
Jan. 24 Western Kentucky 
Jan. 29 Middle Tennessee State 
Jan. 31 Western Kentucky 
Feb. 5 Murray State 
Feb. 7 Austin Peay 
Feb. 12 Tennessee Tech 
"Feb. 14 University of Akron 
.,Feb. 19 Eastern Kentucky 
:. E'eb; 21 East Tennessee State 
-Feb. 25 West Virginia 
Feb. 28 Tennessee State 








































































MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Football Statistics (4 Games) 
Record: 2-2~0 (OVC.l-1-0) 
TEAM 









Yardage Average (Game) 
Yardage Average (Per Rush) 




Yardage hvei.age · (Gal!\e} 
Yardage Average·' 0'er· Goi:iip). 
. I (.1. (:-_. _g._. ,_ '• • I ., 























Scoring by Quarters 












































PLAYER G ATT YG YL NYG TD'S AVG YPG LR 
Darren Hunter 4 69 267 20 247 2 3.6 61.8 52 
Dwight Yarn 4 13 '84 2 82 0 6.3 20.5 8 
Alan Mitchell 4 20 71 0 71 0 3.6 17.8 14 
Brian Shimer 3 '• 1'9 66 16 50 1 2.6 16.7 28 
Marcus Johnson 3 15 48 ', 0 48 0 3.2 16.0 7 
Jeff Richards 3 8 13 7 6 0 0.8 :::2.0 6 
Doug Joiner 1 1 2 0 2 0 2.0 2.0 2 
Cliff Thompson 2 1 3 0 3 0 3.0 n:5 3 
B.J. Ward 4 1 3 0 3 0 3.0 ' 0'. 8 3 
Don Reeves 4 31 43 79 -36 1 -0.8 -9.0 5 
PASSING 
PLAYER G ATT COI>ll? INT YDS . TD EP PCT CPG YD.COMP LG 
Don Reeves 4 70 35 3 494 3 1 .500 8.8 14.1 72 
Jeff Richards 3 8 3 1 72 0 1 .375' 1.0 24.0 44 
D9rron Hunter 4 3 2 0 69 0 0 .667 0.5 34.5 45 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
PLAYER G ATT YDR YDP TOT YPG 
Don Reeves 4 101 -36 494 458 114.5 
Dorr6n Hunter 4 72 247 69 316 79.0 
Jeff Richards 3 16 6 72 78 26.0 
Dwight Yarn 4 113 82 0 82 20.5 
Alan Mitchell 4 20 71 l.• 0 71 17.8 
Brian ;Shimer· 3 19 50 0 50 16.7 
Marcus Johnson 3 15 48 0 48 16.0 
Doug Joiner 1 1 2 0 2 2.0 
Cliff Thompson 2 1 3 0 3 1.5 
B.J. Ward 4 1 3 0 3 0.8 
PASS RECEIVING 
PLAYER G CT _YDS TD EP YPR RPG LG 
Bo Chambers 4 12 273 ·2 '0 '2'2.8 }~9- 72 
Tim Devine 4 11 199 1 11 18.1 2.8 35 
Darren Hunter 4 6 53 0 0 8.8 1.5 11 
Alan Mitchell 4 6 12 0 0 2.0 1.5 13 
Brian Shimer 3 1 5 0 0 5.0 0.3 5 
Robert King 4 1 44 0 0 44.0 0.3 44 
Todd Curkendall 4 1 14 0 0 14.0 0.3 14 
Don Reeves 4 1 24 0 0 24.0 0.3 24 
Dwight Yarn 4 1 11 0 0 11.0 0.3 11 
David Thurkill 4 0 0 0 1 0.0 0.0 0 
INTERCEPTIONS 
PLAYER G NO RET. YD I. p. G. TD'S 
Jimmie Young 4 1 1 0.3 0 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
PLAYER G NO YDS AVG TD 
Darren Hunter 4 10 227 22.·7 0 
Dean Copeland 4 1 0 0.0 0 
PUNT RETURNS 
PLAYER G. NO YDS AVG TD 
Rusty Hubbard 4 1 3 3.0 0 
Darren Hunter 4 4 9 2.3 0 
Vogt 4 '1 0 - 0. 0 - 0 ----- --
DEFENSIVE STATS 
Player Tack A sst TP Loss Fum Rec Pass Bl 
) 
David Alexander 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Ken Alexander 20 8 28 4-15 0 0 
Tim Brewe·r 12 3 15 1-1 1 0 
Gary carmichael 35 9 44 4-22 1 0 
Chris Casterline ., 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
) Bo Chambe"rs 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Keith curry 6 2 8 0-0 0 0 
Steve Denny 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Tim Duff 21 5 26 3-14 0 0 
Mike Ealey 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Charlie Franklin 2 1 3 0""G' 0 0 
Billy Goldsmith 12 3 15 2-4 0 1 
Dan Gooch 33 14 47 0-0 0 1 
Ron Hardee 17 10 27 3-12 0 0 
Ken Hopkins 10 6 16 0-0 0 0 
Rusty Hubbard 6 2 8 1-1 0 0 
Dorron Hunter 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Ken Imhoff 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Marc Kessler 7 2 9 0-0 0 1 
Brian Mink 1 1 2 0-0 0 0 
Mike Puthoff 9 3 12 0-0 0 0 
carey Reid 16 3 19 1-1 0 1 
Chris Spalding 0 2 2 0-0 0 0 
Mark KStafford 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Bill Vogt 19 4 23 3-5 0 1"" 
B.J. ward 4 0 4 0-0 0 0 
Bob Whitman 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Dwight Yarn 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Jimmie Young 16 8 24 1-7 0 0 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STA:rE UNIVER.SITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY. 40351 
CONTACT; Roildii, ~loa,n 
60_6f783,.3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky, --- Th.e Morehea:d ~tate Un:i:.ve;J's;i:.ty La.d!'· Ep.,gle tennis 
team had an unbeaten season spoiled, dropping three recent matches to 
Eastern Kentucky, University of Louisville and Vanderbilt University 
for a 7-3 mark. 
The Lady Eagles fell to EKU 5-4 as No. 2 Alison Hill, Bristol, 
England sophomore, and No. 6 Jennie Circle, Springfield, Ohio junior; 
won singles matches. 
In doubles, the duos of Fiona Moffitt, Dawlish, England junior 
and Liz Oosthuizen, Kitwe, Zambia junior at No. 1 and Hill-Circle at 
No. 2 posted wins. 
In a 5-4 loss to Louisville, Moffitt, Hill and.::Citclec; .. had~ 
singles wins.while Circle-Hill won in doubles. 
In a 6-3 loss to Vanderbilt, Hill and Kerstin Wictorin, Stockholm, 
Sweden freshman, won in singles and Hill-Circle won doubles matches. 
Hill remained undefeated in singles with a 10-0 record and kept 





lll~ ·· ~~v•\u,_llij 
~ 5 4 1 to ,'f!_.,..oef!fi'-.r.~llll .... '--•-· f f . t • ] . . ] a . . 
In - oss o . a ··Mo ~t J I! a . ~J ·! """·''•s"._,~S'. 
'lli:l\.!ll,;i,!:...,s~o"'n Hill; id · ~~ IJ~ a s and .Js:a~ ~rcle, ~9:!2:1::: r/t);. 
GIMI!IIi'-e!I!I!!!II ... Jioeo'!'ln ... J _.;:iaNlAfJ; I I 1i'iilf ef Circle~Hill wer~ctor;s,ici' s 
fit I t..:::: ' 
~n~ 6-3 loss to Vanderbilt, Hill and Kerstin Wictorin, Stockholm, 
w,_, ~ " ~~lu ~ic~ 
Sweden freshrnan,won nd 1!1 s :iserisiss · m 1f Hill-Circle ':'o~) . • 
e~""~ "'N b ~,4- L•t 
Jf Hill undefeated in singles with a 10-0 rec~o~r~~~~~~~;;~ 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "Youth causes mistakes and we had those 'young' 
mistakes against Murray State Saturday." 
That was Morehead State University Head Football Coach Tom Lichtenberg's 
summation of the Eagles recent 30-6 loss to the Murray State Racers. 
Injuries early in the contest forced the Eagles to play with a young 
defensive unit of eight freshmen and sophomores, one junior and two seniors. 
"You know that it takes an experienced team to cope with the talent of 
a Murray State," stated Lichtenberg. "For most of Saturday's game, we had 
two freshmen and two sophomores in the defensive backfield and that can mean 
trouble." 
"Trouble" could be the word to describe what happened, as a trio of 
Murray State quarterbacks passed for 186 yards and three touchdowns as the 
Eagles dropped to 2-2 on the season and 1-1 in Ohio Valley Conference play. 
The Eagle offensive unit provided the bright spot against the Racers, 
accounting for 309 yards total offense against a defense that had been 
ranked No. 1 in the NCAA Division I-AA. 
I 
Sophomore quarterback Don Reeves hit on 16 of 35 passes with one 
interception and 185 yards to pace the Eagle attack, Wide receiver Bo 
Chambers caugh.t six passes for 75 yards and tight end Tim Devine had three 
catches for 65 yards. 
Tailback Dorron Hunter rushed for 69 yards on 13 carries and a 
touchdown, the first scored against Murray State this season. Fullback 




Defensively, the Eagle linebacking tandum of Gary Carmichael and Dan 
Gooch got most of the work. Gooch, a sophomore, had nine tackles and two 
assists while Carmichael, a senior, had seven tackles and three assists. 
Sophomore defensive back Bill Vogt added nine tackles and an assist 
for the Eagles. 
\ 
"I felt our offensive line played their best game to date," stated 
Lichtenberg. "They've improved every game and should get a lot of credit 
for the offensive production against Murray State's fine defensive squad." 
Things don't get any easier for the Eagles, as another OVC foe, Austin 
Peay, 1-3 on the year, will provide the opposition this Saturday in 
Clarksville. 
"We entered the season knowing that Austin Peay would have an excellent 
football team," Lichtenberg said. "They've lost their first two conference 
games, but you look at who they have played, Eastern Kentucky and Western 
Kentucky, and that's no disgrace. In fact, they had better statistics 
against Eastern Kentucky and couldn't get the points." 
He continued: 
"We know we're going to be in for a battle. They have tremendous 
talent but just haven't gotten the breaks they've needed." 
Municipal Stadium in Clarksville hasn't been good to MSU, as the 
Governors have beaten the Eagles the last three times. 
MSU's last win on the Governors' turf was a 31-21 triumph in 1972. 
The Eagles won last season in Morehead 7-0. 
Game time Saturday in Clarksville is 7:30 p.m. CDT. 
fNNNf 
10-7-SOjw 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Lady Eagle 
volleyball team battled nationally ranked University of Kentucky 
in five games before falling. 
The Lady Kats broke a 2-2 deadlock to win the final game 15-6. 
UK posted wins of 15-12, 14-16, 15-6, 13-15 and 15-6. 
"I felt it was an exciting, intense match," said Coach Laradean 
Brown who was pleased with her team's performance. "I am very 
pleased with our team's consistent improvement." 
She cited Donna Wiziecki, Michigan City, Indiana senior; Marty 
Rust, Southgate sophomore; and Peg Hofmann, Cincinnati sophomore for 
contributing outstanding performances. 
The Lady Eagles, now 7-5, host the Lady Eagle Invitational 
Oct. 10 and 11 and the University of Louisville Oct. 14. 
10-8-80rs 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980 Fall Sports Scoreboard 
FOOTBALL 2-2 (OVC 1-1) 
Marshall 35, MSU 8 
MSU 21, James Madison 18 
MSU 17, Middle Tennessee 10 
Murray State 30, MSU 6 
Oct. 11 at Austin Peay 
Oct. 18 at Youngstown State 
Oct. 25 TENNESSEE TECH 
Nov. 1 WESTERN KENTUCKY 
Nov. 8 at Liberty Baptist 
Nov. 15 KENTUCKY STATE 
Nov. 22 at Eastern Kentucky 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 7-5 
MSU 2, Midway College 0 
Eastern Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
OVC INVITATIONAL 
MSU 2, Austin Peay 0 
Eastern KentuCky 2, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Middle Tennessee 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 3, ~a~tern"Kentucky Q 
MSU 3, Dayton 2 
Cleveland State 3, MSU 2 
Louisville 3, MSU 1 
~U 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
Oct. · 8 at Northern Kentucky 
Oct. 10-11 LADY EAGLE INVITATIONAL 
Oct. 14 LOUISVILLE 
Oct. 20 at Kentucky 
Oct. 22 at Marshall 





31-Nov. 1 at Ball:state Inv. 
8 MIAMI (Ohio) , MARSHALL 
10 XAVIER 
14-15 at KWIC State Tourn. 
10-8-80 











Western Kentucky 4 
West Virginia 2 
Miami (Ohio) 4 
Charleston 2 
Dayton 0 
Northern Kentucky 0 
MSU 9, Marshall 0 
MSU 9, 
Eastern Kentucky 5, MSU 4 
Vanderbilt 6, MSU 3 
Louisville 5, MSU 4 
Oct. 10 AUSTIN PEAY 
Oct. 11 TENNESSEE TECH 
Oct. 17 at Ohio State 
Oct. 18 Michigan S.tate (Columbus, Ohio) 
Oct. 21 at Kentucky 
Oct. 22 NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
Oct. 24-25 at Cincinnati 
Oct. 31 KWIC STATE TOURNAMENT 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 0-8 
' Kentucky InteE~ollegiate (5th of 5) 
EKU Invitational · (3rd of 3) 
Oct. 11 at Ohio_University 
Oct. 18 at KWIC Championships 
Oct. 25 OVC CHAMPIONSHIPS 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 6-17 
Marshall Invitational (5th of 
Kentucky Invitational (8th of 
Kentucky If!terco11egiate (4th of 
Eastern Kentucky Inv. (3rd of 
Oct. 11 at Appalachian State Inv. 
Oct. 18 MARSHALL 






October 9, 1980 
Dear Sports Director: 
You are cordially invited to meet the 1980-81 edition of the Morehead 
State University Eagle basketball team and staff Thursday, Oct. 30 at 
Noon, for MSU's annual Basketball Press Day. 
Activities will begin with a buffet luncheon in the Adron Doran 
University Center, followed by pictures and interviews at Wetherby Gym. 
We ask that all media representatives come first to the gym, where a 
bus ~.;rill transport you to the luncheon and back again. 
Should you have any special requests involving Press Day, please let 
me know sometime beforehand. 
Hope to see you Oct. 30. 
~"f!dl 
Sports Information Director 
JW:wlj 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
October 9, 1980 
Dear Athletic Committee Member: 
You are cordially invited to meet the 1980-81 edition of the 
Morehead State University Eagle basketball team and staff 
Thursday, Oct. 30 at Noon, for MSU's annual Basketball Press 
Day. 
Activities will begin with a buffet luncheon in the Adron Doran 
University Center, followed by pictures and interviews at 
t\fetherby Gym. 
We ask that all media representatives come first to the gym, 
where a bus will transport you to the luncheon and back again. 
Should you have any special requests involving Press Day, please 
let me know sometime beforehand. 
Hope to see you Oct. 30. 
Yours in Sports, 
;ih.~dL 
Sports Information Director 
JW:wlj 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980 Fall Sports Scoreboard 
FOOTBALL 2-3 (OVC 1-2) 
Marshall 35, MSU 8 
MSU 21, James Madison 18 
MSU 17, Middle Tennessee 10 
Murray State 30, MSU 6 
Austin Peay 23, MSU-21 
Oct. 18 at Youngstown ~tate 
Oct. 25 TENNESSEE_ TECH_.' 
Nov. 1 WESTERN KENTUCKY 
Nov. 8 at Liberty Baptist 
Nov. 15 KENTUCKY STATE 
Nov. 22 at Eastern Kentucky 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
MSU 2, Midway College 0 
Eastern Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
OVC Invitational 
MSU 2, Austin Peay 0 
Eastern Kentucky 2, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Middle Tennessee 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
MSU 3, Dayton 2 
Cleveland State 3, MSU 2 
Louisville 3, MSU 1 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
MSU 3, Northern Kentucky 2 
Lady Eagle Invitational 
MSU 2, Ohio University 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
HSU 2, Bellarmine 0 
MSU 2, Charleston 0 
Oct. 14 LOUISVILLE 
o·ct. 20 at Kentucky 
Oct. 22 at Marshall 
Oct. 28 NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
12-5 
Oct. 31-Nov .. 1 at Ball State Inv. 
Nov. 8 MIAMI (Ohio), MARSHALL 
Nov. 10 XAVIER 
Nov. 14-15 at KWIC State Tournament 
10-13-80 
WOMEN I s TENNIS 
MSU 5, Western Kentucky 4 
MSU 7, West Virginia 2 
MSU 5, Miami (Ohio) 4 
MSU 7, Charleston 2 
MSU 9, Dayton 0 
MSU 9, Northern Kentucky 0 
MSU 9, Marshall 0 
Eastern Kentucky 5, MSU 4 
Vanderbilt 6, MSU 3 
Louisville 5, MSU 4 
MSU 7, Austin Peay 2 
MSU 7, Tennessee Tech 2 
Oct. 17 at Ohio State 
9-3 
Oct. 18 Michigan State (Columbus, OR) 
Oct. 21 at Kentucky 
Oct. 22 NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
Oct. 24-25 at Cincinnati 
Oct. 31 KWIC STATE TOURNAMENT 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 0-12 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (5th of 5) 
EKU Invitational (3rd of 3) 
Ohio University Inv. (4th of 4) 
Oct. 18 at KWIC Championships· 
Oct. 25 OVC CHAMPIONSHIPS 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 8-24 
Marshall Invitational (5th of 7) 
Kentucky Invitational (8th of 10) 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (4th of 5) 
Eastern Kentucky Inv. (3rd of 3) 
Appalachian State Inv. (8th of 10) 
Oct. 18 MARSHALL 
Oct. 25 OVC CHAMPIONSHIPS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Football Statistics ( 5 Games) 
Record: 2-3-0 (OVC 1-2-0) 
MSU TEAM OPP 
69 FIRST DOvJNS - Total 80 
29 Rushing 47 
31 Passing 26 
9 Penalties 7 
221 RUSHING - Total Attempts 236 
780 Yards Gained 1096 
168 Yards Lost 146 
612 Net Gain 950 
5 Touchdowns 7 
122.4 Yardage Average (Game) 190.0 
2.8 Yardage Average (Per Rush) 4.0 
100 PASSING - Total Attempts 90 
so Comple.tions 46 
6 Had Intercepted 2 
734 Net Gain 686 
146.8 Yardage Average (Game) 137.2 
14.7 Yardage Average .(Per CompY 14.9 
1346 TOTAL OFFENSIVE YARDAGE 1636 
321 Total Plays 326 
269.2 Average (Game) 327.2 
4.2 Average (Play) 5.0 
32 PUNTING - Total Attempts 30 
1 Had Blocked 0 
1211 Total Yardage 986 
37.8 Average 32.9 
9-6 FUMBLES -LOST 13-5 
26 PENALTIES 40 
313 Penalty Yardage 397 
10 TOUCHDOHNS - Total 14 
5 Rushing 7 
5 Passing 5 
0 Returns 2 
1-4 FIELD GOALS 6-7 
0 SAFETIES 0 
8-10 CONVERSIONS 12-14 
6-7 Kicking 10-12 
0-0 Rushing 1-1 
2-3 Passing 1-1 
73 TOTAL POINTS 116 
14.6 Average 23.2 
INDIVIDUAL 
RUSHING 
PLAYER G ATT YG YL NYG TD'S AVG YPG LR. 
Dorron Hunter 5 92 365 35 330 -3- 3.6 66.0 52 
Dwight Yarn 5 18 100 3 97 0 5.4 19.4 10 
Alan Mitchell 5 c21 72 0 72 0 3.4 14.4 14 
Brian Shimer 4 24 107 18 89 1 3.7 22.3 28 
Marcus Johnson 4 17 56 0 56 0 3.3 14.0 7 
Jeff Richards 3 8 13 7 'i6 0 0.8 2.0 6 
Doug Joiner ' 1 1 2 0 2 0 2.0 2.0 2 '' Cliff Thompson 2 1 3 0 3 0 3.0 1.5 3 
B.J. ward 5 1 3 0 3 0 3.0 0.6 3 
Don Reeves 5 38 59 105 -46 1 -1.2 -9.2 12 
PASSING 
PLAYER G ATT COMP INT YDS TD EP PCT CPG YD.COMP LG 
Don Reeves 5 ----gg """"45 -5- 593 5 1 .506 9.0 13.2 72 
Jeff Richards 3 8 3 1 72 0 1 .375 1.0 24.0 44 
Dorron Hun:ber 4 3 2 0 69 0 0 .667 0.5 34.5 45 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
PLAYER G ATT YDR YDP TOT YPG 
Don Reeves 5 127 -46 593 547 109.4 
Dorron Hunter 5 95 330 69 395 179~8 
Jeff Richards 3 16 6 72 78 26.0 
Dwight Yarn 5 18 97 0 97 19.4 
Alan Mitchell 5 21 72 0 72 14.4 
Brian Shimer 4 24 89 0 89 22.3 
Marcus Johnson 4 17 56 0 56 14.0 
Doug Joiner 1 1 2 0 2 2.0 
Cliff Thompson 2 1 3 0 3 1.5 
B.J. Ward 5 1 3 0 3 0.6 
PASS RECEIVING 
PLAYER §. CT YDS TD EP YPR RPG LG 
Bo Chambers 5 13 294 2 0 22.6 2.6 72 
Tim Devine 5 14 239 3 1 17.1 2.8 35 
Dorron Hunter 5 10 76 0 0 7.6 2.0 11 
Alan Mitchell 5 8 27 0 0 3.4 1.6 18 
Brian Sb.imer 4 1 5 0 0 5.0 0.3 5 
Robert King 5 1 44 0 0 44.0 0.3 44 
Todd curkendall 5 1 14 0 0 14.0 0.3 14 
Don Reeves 5 1 24 0 0 24.0 0.3 24 
Dwight Yarn 5 1 11 0 0 11.0 0.3 1_1_ 
David Thurkill 5 0 00 0 1 0.0 0 1.0 0 
INTERCEPTIONS 
PLAYER G NO RET. YD I.P.G. TD'S 
Jimmie Young 5 1 1 0.2 0 
Bill Vogt 5 1 0 0.2 0 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
PLAYER G N0 YDS AVG TD 
Dorron Hunter 5 12 332 27.7 0 
Dean Copeland 5 1 0 0.0 0 
David Thurkill 5 1 6 6.0 0 
Bo Chambers 5 2 41 20.5 0 
PUNT RETURNS 
PLAYER G NO YDS AVG TD 
Rusty Hubbard 5 1 -3 3.0 0 
Dorron Hunter 5 4 9 2.3 0 
~~Bill Vogt 5 1;. 0 O.Q 0 . . 
PUNTING 
PLAYER r. NO vnc: n.'Ur:! T-~ 
DEFENSIVE STATS 
··player Tack Asst TP Loss Fum Rec Pass Bl 
David Alexander 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Ken Alexander 30 12 42 4-15 0 0 
Tim Brewer 15 3 18 1-1 1 0 
Gary Carmichael 40 15 55 5-23 2 0 
Chris Casterline 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Bo Chambers 1 0 . 1 0-0 0 0 
Keith Curry 8 2 10 0-0 0 0 
Steve Denny 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Tim Duff 23 6 29 4-16 0 0 
Mike Ealey 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Charlie Franklin 3 1 4 0-0 0 0 
Billy Goldsmith 12 3 15 2-4 1 1 
Dan Gooch 40 22 62 2-7 0 1 
Ron Hardee 26 11 37 5-16 0 0 
Ken Hopkins 13 9 22 0-0 0 0 
Rusty Hubbard 6 2 8 1-1 0 0 
Dorron HUnter 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Ken Imhoff 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Marc Kessler 8 5 13 0-0 0 1 
Brian Mink 1 1 2 0-0 0 0 
Mike Puthoff 13 5 18 0-0 0 0 
Carey Reid 21 6 27 1-1 0 1 
Chris Spalding 0 2 2 0-0 0 0 
Mark Stafford 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Bill Vogt 23 8 31 3-5 1 1 
B.J. Ward 4 0 4 0-0 0 0 
Bob Whitman 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Dwight Yarn 1 0 ~1 0-0 0 0 
Charlie Young 1 1 0 0-0 0 0 
Jimmie Young 20 ll 31 1-7 0 0 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS.ITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Eagle Basketball 
Coach Wayne Martin will have some questions to answer beginning 
Wednesday, Oct. 15, as the 1980-81 version of his basketball 
squad opens pre-season practice. 
The Eagles return eight lettermen, including four starters, 
from last year's team that finished 15-12 overall and. 7-5 in Ohio 
Valley Conference play. 
The biggest ques.tion is "How do you replace Charlie Clay?" 
A 6-7 forward-center who earned all-Ohio Valley Conference 
honors his junior and senior years,· Clay saw duty as both a power 
forward and center over .those two seasons. 
Also absent are center Butch Kelley, a four-year ve.teran, and 
forward David Underwood. 
Top Eagle returnees are juniors Norris Beckley (6-2), Greg 
Coldiron (6-6) and Glenh Napier (6-3), starters for the past two 
seasons, and sophomore Eddie Childress (6-6), an all-OVC freshman 
performer. 
Other returnees include senior guard John Solomon (6-2), 
senior center Albert Spencer (6-9), junior forward Jeff Riley (6-7) 
and junior guard Rocky Adkins (6-3). 
Spencer could become the most important of the non-starting 
returnees, as he, along with freshmen recruits Jeff Tipton (6-10), 
Darrell Lyons (6-10) and Craig Smith (6-8), should battle for the 




Other freshmen who could be factors are power swingmen Henry 
Johnson (6~3), Dickie Alexander (6-~) and point guard Jeff Fultz 
(6-3). 
Other players with the tools to work into the picture are 
transfer guards Tim Blair (5-10) and Arthur (Pee Wee) Sullivan 
(5-10). 
The Eagles will be on public display first on Tuesday, Nov. 11, 
in a Blue-Gold intrasquad game at James A. Cawood High School in 
Harlan. 
MSU will host the Marathon Oil AAU team from Lexington on 
Thursday, Nov. 13, at 7:30 p.m. in Wetherby Gym, and will round out 
the pre-season schedule _with intrasquad games at Shelby County High 
School Nov. 18, and Virgie High School Nov. 21. 
The regular season .opens Monday, Dec. 1, as the Eagles host 
Milligan College. Tip-off in t-letherby Gym is 7:30p.m. EST. 
10-13-BOjw 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
---
CONTACT: Jim \-Jells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Despite a "top flight" performance by 
Morehead State senior tailback Dorron Hunter, the Eagles dropped 
a 23-21 Ohio Valley Conference foe decision to Austin Peay Saturday 
in Clarksville. 
Hunter, a 5-9 product of Cincinnati Princeton High School rushed 
for 83 yards and a touchdown in 23 carries, caught four passes for 
23 yards and returned two kickoffs for 105 yards, including an 
86-yard return to set up the final Eagle touchdown. 
"We were very pleased with the performance of Dorron Hunter," 
stated MSU Head Coach Tom Lichtenberg .. "He is playing with great 
intensity and has managed to shake the injuries that have plagued 
him until no~•." 
In spite of Hunter's heroics, the Eagles dropped to 2-3 on the 
season and 1-2 in the OVC, as Austin Peay used a "big play" offense 
to hand the Eagles the loss. 
"We made too many mistakes, both up front and with our skill 
people," Lichtenberg said. "Those mistakes really hurt our offensive 
consistency." 
He continued: 
"On defense, we made mental mistakes. Anytime your opponent 
gains more than 200 yards on six plays, you have to have breakdowns 
and we did." 
(more) 
/ .... _____ ·-· 
Football 
2-2-2-2-2 
Other Eagles singled out by Lichtenberg for praise were 
tightend Tim Devine and linebacker Dan Gooch. 
Devine, a 6-3, 195-pound senior, caught three passes for 
40 yards and two touchdowns, to take the team lead in both 
receptions and touchdown passes this year. 
Gooch, a 6-0, 220-pound sophomore, had seven tackles and 
eight assists to bring his squad leading totals to 40 tackles 
and 22 assists on the season. 
Saturday, the Eagles journey to Youngstown State for a 
game designated as an OVC contest for MSU, as the Eagles do not 
play the University of Akron. 
The Penguins of Coach Bill Narduzzi are 0-4-1 on the season, 
a far cry from the 11-2 mark posted by YSU in finishing second 
in the NCAA's Division II playoff. 
"Youngstown is obviously better than their record indicates," 
stated Lichtenberg. "They have lost to Eastern Kentucky, Western 
Kentucky and Murray· State, three of the top teams in Division I-AA 
and that is certainly no disgrace." 




OFFICE OF NE~.J'S SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Lady 
Eagle tennis team is ··now 9-3· on··the season following 
c---
i·dentical 
- --- - ) 
·Y-·2 wins over Tennessee Tech and Austin Peay. I 
Alison Hill, Bristol, England sophomore, moved to HSU's 
No. 1 single~_ spot for the ailing Fiona Moffitt against Austin 
Peay and was defeated to snap her season's unbeaten string. 
Hill; ~~ri~~_Hard, Westerville, Ohio junior; Kerstin 
Wictorin, Stockholm, Sweden freshman; Liz Oosthuizen, Kitwe, 
Zambia junior; and Jennie Circle, Springfield, Ohio junior, all 
had singles wins against Tennessee Tech while Hill-Circle 
and Hard-Wictorin teamed for wins-in"doubles. 
Hard, Wictorin, Oosthuizen, Circle and Liz Hamilton, 
Morehead junior, added singles wins against Austin Peay with 
Oosthuizen-Circle and Hard-Wictorin winning in doubles. 
The Lady Eagles' next home match is against Northern 
Kentucky University on '1-Jednesday, Oct. 22. 
10-14-BOrs 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
.- • ·- .w 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Lady 
Eagle volleyball team dominated play in the recent Lady Eagle 
Invitational with a 4-0 record to win the tournament chamPionshiP. - -
Bellarmine College vias second at 3-1 while Tennessee Tech 
and Ohio University tied for third at 2-2 and the University 
of Charleston was winless in four matches. 
MSU placed··three players on the 10-member all-tournament 
team with Sharon Stowers, Covington senior, being named the 
tournament's Most Outstanding Player. 
Other all-tournament selections from MSU included 
Sally Liber, Cincinnati freshman, and· Ma!7tha ·Rust, ·Southgate 
sophomore. 
The Lady Eagles, now 12-5 on the season, visit the University 
of Kentucky to face the nationally ranked Lady Kats on Monday, 
Oct. 20. 
10-14-80rs 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. The Morehead State University Lady Eagle 
volleyball team evened the score with the University of Louisville 
in what Coach Laradean Brown termed a "grudge match." 
Last month the Lady Eagles fell to the Lady Cardinals 3-1 but 
the Lady Eagles took the most recent match in three straight games 
15-8, 15-6, 15-5. 
"I was surprised at Louisville's play," said Coach Brown. 
"They didn't look like the team we faced in September. I thought 
we played poorly in the first game, but after that, the volleys were 
so short it was hard to evaluate our play." 
Brown cited Martha Rust, Southgate sophomore, who had a 52 
percent spiking performance, Lisa Luthy, St. Albans, W.Va. junior 
and Vicky Arlinghaus, Elsmere junior, as providing excellent 
performances. 
The Lady Eagles, now 13-5, travel to the University of Kentucky 











































MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Football Statistics (6~Games) 
Record: 3-3 (OVC 2-2)-
TEAM 









Yardage Average (Game) 
Yardage Average (Per Rush) 




Yardage Average (Game) 
Yardage Average (Per Comp) 























Scoring by Quarters 
1 2 3 4 Total 













































PLAYER G ATT YG YL NYG TD'S AVG- YPG -:LJC 
Dorron Hunter 6 m Zib4 Zf3 ZiTI -z;- T.O 70.2 '52-
Brian Shimer 5 29 140 18 122 1 4.2 24.4 28 
Dwight Yarn 6 20 101 3 98 0 4.9 16,3 10 
Alan Mitchell 6 24 78 0 78 0 3,3 13,0 14 
Marcus Johnson 5 18 58 0 58 0 3.2 11.6 7 
Doug Joiner 1 : 1 2 0 2 0 2.0 2.0 2 
Jeff Richards 4 9 14 7 7 0 0,8 1,8 6 
Cliff Thompson 2 1 3 0 3 0 3,0 1,5 3 
B.J. Ward 6 1 3 0 3 0 3,0 0,5 3 
Don Reeves 6 46 68 105 -37' 2 -o:8 -6.2 12 
PASSING 
PLAYER G ATT COMP INT YDS TD EP PC~ CPG YD. COMP LG 
Don Reeves 6 I06 -sr E) 678 :--s ---r ~1 8.5 13.3 TI 
Jeff Richards 4 8 3 1 72 0 1 .375 0.8 24,0 44 
Dorron Hunter 6 4 2 0 69 0 0 .500 0,3 34.5 45 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
PLAYER G ATT YDR YDP TOT YPG 
Don Reeves 6 I52 "7J7 678 bZiT I06.8 
Dorron Hunter 6 122 421 69 490 81,7 
Brian Shimer 5 29 122 0 122 24.4 
Jeff Richards 4 17 7 72 79 19,8 
Dwight Yarn 6 20 98 0 98 16,3 
Alan Mitchell 6 24 78 0 78 13,0 
Marcus Johnson 5 18 58 0 58 ll. 6 
Doug Joiner 1 1 2 0 2 2,0 
Cliff Thompson 2 1 3 0 3 1.5 
B.J. Ward 6 1 3 0 3 0.5 
PASS RECEIVING 
PLAYER G CT YDS TD EP YPR RPG . LG 
Tim Devine 6 IB' 270 -:r ---r T).O T.O TI 
Bo Chambers . 6 15 348 2 0 23,2 2.5 72 
Dorron Hunter 6 10 76 0 0 7,6 1,7 11 
Alan Mitchell 6 8 27 0 0 3,4 1.3 18 
Brian Shimer 5 1 5 0 0 5.0 0.2 5 
Robert King 6 1 44 0 0 44.0 0,2 44 
Todd Curkendall 6 1 14 0 0 14,0 0,2 14 
Don Reeves 6 1 24 0 0 24.0 0.2 24 
Dwight Yarn 6 1 ll 0 0 ll, 0 0.2 11 
David Thurkill 6 0 0 0 1 0.0 0,0 0 
• 7 
INTERCEPTIONS 
PLAYER G NO RET. YD I.P.G. TD'S 
Bill Vogt 6 2 0 0.3 -o-
Jimmie Young 6 1 1 0.2 0 
Carey Reid 6 1 0 0.2 0 
- KICKOFF RETURNS 
PLAYER G NO YDS AVG TD 
Dorron Hunter 6 14 355 25.4 0 
Bo Chambers 6 2 41 20.5 0 
David Thurkill 6 1 6 6.0 0 
Dean Copeland 6 1 0 0.0 0 
Steve Pytel 6 1 0 0.0 0 
PUNT RETURNS 
PLAYER G NO YDS AVG TD 
~Rusty Hubbard - 5 ---r ~ T,:o "'::T 
Dorron Hunter 6 5 12 2.4 0 
T'l-.!11 TT __ '- , • 
DEFENSIVE STATS 
Player Tack Asst TP Loss Fum Rec Pass Bl 
David Alexander 2 0 2 0·;-0 0 0 
Ken Alexander 30 12 42 4--ilS 0 0 
Tim Brewer 17 8 25 3-4 1 0 
Gary carmichael 43 22 65 5-23 2 0 
Chris Casterline 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Bo Chambers 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Keith curry 8 3 ll 0-0 0 0 
Steve Denny 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Tim Duff 25 8 33 5-18 0 0 
Mike Ealey 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Charlie Franklin 3 1 4 0-0 0 0 
Billy Goldsmith 13 6 19 3-13 1 1 
Dan Gooch 59 : ~('1 85 2-7 1 1 
Ron Hardee 28 ___ 15 43 7-24 0 0 
Ken Hopkins 14 ll 25 0-0 0 0 
Rusty Hubbard 6 2 8 1-1 0 0 
Dorron Hunter 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Ken Imhoff 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Rob Smith 3 8 ll 0-0 0 0 
Marc Kessler 8 6 14 0-0 0 1 
Brian Mink 2 5 7 1-9 0 0 
Mike Puthoff 14 8 22 0-0 0 0 
Carey Reid 22 7 29 2-3 0 2 
Vince Jones 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Chris Spalding 0 2 2 0-0 0 0 
Mark Stafford 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Bill Vogt· 26 14 40 3-5 1 2 
B.J. Ward 4 0 4 0-0 0 0 
Bob Whitman 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Dwight Yarn 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Charlie Young - _], _.- :..1 ·o 0-Q .. () 0 0 
Jimmie Young 23 14 37 2-=-1o 0 0 
MOREHEAD ,STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980 Fall Sports Scoreboard 
I 
FOOTBALL 3-3 (OVC 2-2) 
Marshall 35, MSU 8 , 
MSU 21, James Madison 18 
MSU 17, Middle Tennessee 10 
Murray State 30, MSU 6 
Austin Peay 23, MSU 21 
MSU 20, Youngstown State 14 
Oct. 25 TENNESSEE TECH 
Nov. 1 WESTERN KENTUCKY 
Nov. 8 at Liberty Baptist 
Nov. 15 KENTUCKY STATE 
Nov. 22 at Eastern Kentucky 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 13-5 
MSU 2, Midway College 0 
Eastern Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
OVC Invitational 
MSU 2, Austin Peay 0 
Eastern Kentucky 2, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Middle Tennessee 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
MSU 3, Dayton 2 
Cleveland State 3, MSU 2 
Louisville 3, MSU 1 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
MSU 3, Northern Kentucky 2 
Lady Eagle Invitational 
MSU 2, Ohio University 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 2, Bellarmine 0 
MSU 2, Charleston 0 
MSU 3, Louisville 0 
Kentucky 3 MSU 0 
Oct. 22 at Marshall 
Oct. 28 NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
Oct. 31-Nov. 1 at Ball State Inv. 
Nov. 8 MIAMI (Ohio), MARSHALL 
Nov. 10 XAVIER 
Nov. 14-15 at KWIC State Tournament 
10-21-80 
WOMEN' S TENNIS 
MSU 5, Western Kentucky 4 
MSU 7, West Virginia 2 
MSU 5, Miami (Ohio) 4 
MSU 7, Charleston 2 
MSU 9, Dayton 0 
MSU 9, Northern Kentucky 0 
MSU 9, Marshall 0 
Eastern Kentucky 5, MSU 4 
Vanderbilt 6, MSU 3 
Louisville 5, MSU 4 
MSU 7, Austin Peay 2 
MSU 7, Tennessee Tech 2 
Oct. 21 at Kentucky 
Oct. 22 NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
Oct. 24-25 at Cincinnati 
9-3 
Oct. 31 KWIC STATE TOURNAMENT 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 0-18 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (5th of 5) 
EKU Invitational (3rd of 3) 
Ohio University Inv. (4th of 4) 
KWIC Championships (6th of 6) 
Oct. 24 OVC CHAMPIONSHIPS 
~ffiN'S CROSS COUNTRY 8-25 
Marshall Invitational (5tl}_of_7.) 
Kentucky Invitational (8th of 10) 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (4th,of 5) 
Eastern Kentucky Inv. J3~d q_f _:n 
Appalachian State Inv. (8th of 10) 
. Marshall :16 1 ~~U 44 
Oct. 25 OVC CHAMPIONSHIPS 
.. 
OFFICE OF NEHS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University took advantage of 
two second half turnovers in a designated Ohio Valley Conference game 
to down Youngstown State 20-14 Saturday. 
·~ The Eagles, now 3-3 on the season, trailed 7-0 early as 
Youngstown State scored on the first offensive play. 
Late in the first quarter, MSU came back ~vith a 90-yard nine-play 
drive capped by a two-yard touchdown run by quarterback Don Reeves. 
The Eagles scored on the next possession, driving 54 yards for a 
touchdown in 12 plays with Dorron Hunter going the final yard. 
yollowing_an interception by cornerback Bill Vogt and a fumble 
recovery by linebacker Dan Gooch, Lenn Duff gave MSU a 20-7 lead with 
I 
two_· third-quarter field goals. 
A 'fourth quarter YSU touchdown cut MSU's lead 20-14. YSU 
threatened late in the game, but MSU defensive back Carey Reid killed 
the drive with a pass interception.on the MSU 11. 
Offensively, the Eagles were led by Hunter, with 91 yards on 26 
carries, and Reeves, who passed for 85 yards on six of 17. 
Defensively, Gooch established one MSU record and tied another, 
as the sophomore was credited with a record 19 tackles and four assists, 
for a total of 23 defensive plays. The effort tied the existing mark 
held by former Eagle linebackers Jerry Spaeth and Ron Little. 
The Hawesville· product was named the Ohio Valley Conference 




The Eagles, now 2-2 in the OVC, host the Tennessee Tech Golden 
Eagles Saturday for a Homecoming bout in Jayne Stadium. 
Coach Don Wade's Tech squad is 3-3 on the season and 0-2 in 
OVC play. Last week, TTU lost a 28-17 decision to Western Kentucky 
in Cookeville. 
Tennessee Tech has a high-powered offense, paced by transfer 
quarterback James Aaron, one of the leading passers in the OVC this 
season. 
Homecoming activities begin at 1:30 p.m. with kickoff set for 
2 p.m. EDT. 
#### 
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606/783-3325 
MeREHEAD, Ky. --- Distance runners will compete in 
the 1980 Ohio Valley Conference Men's and Women's Cross 
Country Championships on Saturday at Morehead State University. 
The women's 5,000-meter race will begin at 10:15 a.m. 
w·ith teams from MSU, Murray State, Eastern Kentucky, 't<Jestern 
Kentucky, Tennessee Tech, Austin Peay and Middle Tennessee 
competing. 
The men's 10,000-meter run will begin at 11 a.m. with Akron 
joining all the OVC's Kentucky and Tennessee members in the 
competition. 
Morehead State won the OVC women's title last year.··'·'~.",. 
Western Kentucky is the defending men's champion. 
The 1980 championships will be'held at MSU's Derrickson 
Agricultural Complex, five miles north of the University on 
Ky. 377. 
The meet is free and open to the public. 
10-23-SOjw 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Homecoming 1980 
produced a season-high scoring effort of 29 points.by the Eagle 
offense. 
Unfortunately for Coach Tom Lichtenberg's charges, a furious 
second half comeback by Tennessee Tech saw the Eagles squander a 
22-3 halftime lead and lose a close 31-29 Ohio Valley Conference 
contest. 
The Eagles, now 3-4 on the season and 2-3 in"OVC play, opened 
the game with "all guns smoking'," scoring the first two possessions 
for an early 15-0 lead. 
MSU added a touchdown in the middle of the second quarter to 
take a 22-3 margin into halftime .. 
On the first series of the second half, Eagle safety Ken Hopkins 
intercepted a James Aaron pass on the Tennessee Tech 37~yard line, 
but the offense stalled at the TTU 21-yard line. 
From that moment, the half belonged to the Golden Eagles, as 
TTU outscored MSU 28-7 over the final two quarters, earning the 
31-29 win. 
·MSU got outstanding offensive performances from two players, 
quarterback Don Reeves and tailback Dorron Hunter. 
Reeves, a Parkersburg, W.Va. sophomore, had his finest total 
offense performance of his collegiate career, rushing for 84 yards 
and two touchdowns on 13 carries. He passed for ari additional 160 




Hunter, who entered the game ranked third in the nation in 
all-purpose running, had his finest rushing performance of the 
season.with 125 yards and two touchdowns on 30 carries. 
The 5-9 Cincinnati senior added 105 yards on kickoff returns 
and 19 yards on pass receptions for a game total of 249 yards. 
The Eagles continue OVC play on Saturday, as league-co-leader 
Western Kentucky invades Jayne Stadium. 
The Hilltoppers are fresh from a 13-10 victory of arch-rival 
and defending I-AA ~at~on~~ champion Eastern Kentucky. 
LasLseason,. the .Eagle_f?:.c:iowned WKU 3-0 in Bowling Green, a ---
rarity in the series that has Western Kentucky holding a 30-6 
advantage with two ties. 
WKU' s last win in Morehead was a 35-7 decision in 1978-, while 
MSU's last win over the Hilltoppers at home was a 21-0 shutout in 
1976. 
Kickoff Saturday at MSU's Jayne Stadium is 3:50p.m. EST. 
1NN/41 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980 Fall Sports Scoreboard 
FOOTBALL 3-4 cove 2-32 
Marshall 35, MSU 8 
MSU 21, James Madison 18 
MSU 17, Middle Tennessee 10 
Murray State 30, MSU 6 
Austin Peay 23, MSU 21 _ 
MSU 20, Youngstown State 14 
Tennessee Tech 31, MSU 29 
Nov:-- I -WESTERN KENTUCKY 
Nov. 8- at Liberty Baptist 
Nov. 15 KENTUCKY STATE 
Nov. 22 at Eastern Kentucky 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 15-6 
MSU 2, Midway College 0 
Eastern Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
OVC Invitational 
MSU 2, Austin Peay 0 
Eastern Kentucky 2, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Middle Tennessee 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
MSU 3, Dayton 2 
Cleveland State 3, MSU 2 
Louisville 3, MSU 1 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
MSU 3, Northern Kentucky 2 
Lady Eagle Invitational 
MSU 2, Ohio University 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 2, Bellarmine 0 
MSU 2, Charleston 0 
MSU 3, Louisville 0 
Kentucky 3 Msu· Q 
MSU 2, Rio Grande 0 
MSU 2, Marshall 1 
Oct. 28 NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
Oct. 31-Nov. 1 at Ball State Inv. 
Nov. 8 MIAHI (Ohio), HARSHALL 
Nov. 10 XAVIER 
Nov. 14-15 at KWIC State Tournament 
10-27-80 
wmmN' s TENNIS 11-4. 
MSU 5, Western Kentucky 4 
MSU 7, West Virginia 2 
MSU 5, Hiami (Ohio) 4 
MSU 7, Charleston 2 
MSU 9, Dayton 0 
MSU 9, Northern Kentucky 0 
MSU 9, Marshall 0 
Eastern Kentucky 5, MSU 4 
Vanderbilt 6, MSU 3 
Louisville 5, MSU 4 
MSU 7, Austin Peay 2 
MSU 7, Tennessee Tech 2 
Kentucky 9, MSU 0 
MSU 7, Northern Kentucky 2 
MSU 7, Cincinnati 2 
-·;;;; .' 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 2-2~ 1 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (5th-of/: 
EKU Invitational (3rd of 3) 
Ohio University Inv. (4th of-4) 
KWIC Championships (6th of 6) 
OVC Championships (4th of 6) 
- ------ - ---- -
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 10-30 
' Marshall Invitational (5th of 7}-
Kentucky Invitational (8th of 10) 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (4th of : 
Eastern Kentucky Inv. (3rd of 3) 
Appalachian State Inv. (8tn of 10) 
Marshall 16, M$U 44 · 
oyc Championships (6th of 8) 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Football Statistics ( 7 Games) 
Record: 3-4 (OVC 2-3)-
MSU TEAM OPP 
100 FIRST DOVINS - Total ll5 
47 Rushing 62 
!\.2 Passing 41 -u Penalties 12 
324 RUSHING - Total Attempts 329 
1202 Yards Gained 1535 
204 Yards Lost 215 
998 Net Gain 1320 
11 Touchdowns ll 
142.6 Yardage Average (Game) 188.6 
3.1 Yardage Average (PeF Rush) 4.0 
149 PASSING - Total Attempts 139 
69 Completions 67 
9 Had Intercepted 7 
979 Net Gain 975 
139.9 Yardage Average (Game) 139.3 
14.2 Yardage Average (Per Comp) 14.6 
' 
1977 TOTAL OFFENSIVE YARDAGE 2295 
473 Total Plays 468 
282.4 Average (Game) 327.9 
4.2 Average (Play) 4.9 
46 PUNTING - Total Attempts 44. 
1 Had Blocked 0 
1727 Total Yardage 1498 
37.5 Average 34.0 
14-8 FUMBLES -LOST 20-7 
34 PENALTIES 54 
382 Penalty Yardage 516 
16 TOUCHDOHNS - Total 20 
ll Rushing ll 
5 Passing 7 
0 Returns 2 
3-8 FIELD GOALS 7-8 
0 SAFETIES 0 
14-16 CONVERSIONS 17-20 
11-12 Kicking 14-17 
0-0 Rushing 1-1 
3-4 Passing 2-2 
122 TOTAL POINTS 161 
17.4 Average 23.0 
INDIVIDUAL 
RUSHING 
PLAYER G ATT YG YL NYG TD'S AVG YPG LR 
Darren Hunter 7 148 ,,-, 591 45 546 6 3.7 78.0 52 
Brian Shimer 6 35 161 18 143 1 4.1 23.8 28 
Dwight Yarn 6 20 101 3 98 0 4.9 16.3 10 
Marcus Johnson 6 23 79 0 79 0 3.4 13.2 7 
Alan Mitchell 7 25 85 0 85 0 3.4 12.1 14 
Don Reeves 7 59 164 117 47 4 0.8 •·6. 7 33 
Cliff Thompson 2 1 3 0 a ., 0 3.0 qi.S. 
I~ Jeff Richards 5 10 14 7 7 0 0.7 1.4 
Doug Joiner 2 1 2 0 2 0 2.0 1.0 ' 2 
B.J. Ward 7 1 3 0 3 0 3.0 0. 4 ---- 3 
PASSING 
PLAYER G ATT COMP INT YDS 'TD EP PCT CPG YD.COMP LG 
Don Reeves 7 135 ~ --a 838 5 1 .4 74 9n1 13.1 72 
Jeff Richards 5 10 3 1 72 0 1 .300 0.6 24.0 44 
Dorron Hunter 7 4 2 0 69 0 1 .500 0.3 34.5< 45 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
PLAYER G ATT YDR YDP TOT YPG 
Don Reeves 7 194· 47 838 885 126.4 
Darren Hunter 7 152 546 69 615 87.9 
Brian Shimer 6 35 143 0 143 23.8 
Dwight Yarn 6 20 98 0 98 16.3 
Jeff Richards 5 20 7 72 79 15.8 
Marcus Johnson 6 23 79 0 79 13.2 
Alan Mitchell 7 25 85 0 85 12.1 
Cliff Thompson 2 1 3 0 3 1.5 
Doug Joiner 2 1 2 0 2 1.0 
B.J. ward 7 1 3 0 3 0.4 
PASS RECEIVING 
PLAYER G CT YDS TD EP YPR RPG LG 
Tim Devine 7 24 348 3 1 14.5 3.4 35 
Bo chambers 7 15 348 2 0 23.2 2.1 72 
Dorron Hunter 7 12 95 0 0 7.9 1.7 11 
Alan Mitchell 7 9 :J30 0 0 3.3 1.3 18 
Robert King 7 3 66 0 0 22.0 0.4 44 
Todd Curdendall 7 ' 2 45 0 0 22.5 0.3 31 
Brian Shimer 6 1 5 0 0 5.0 0.2 5 
DWight Yarn 6 1 11 0 0 11.0 0.2 11 
Don Reeves 7 1 ~24 0 1 24.0 0.1 24 
David Thurkill 6 0 0 0 1 0.0 0.0 0 
INTERCEPTIONS 
PLAYER G NO RET. YD I.P.G. TD'S ·--Bill Vogt 7 2 0 0.3 0 
Chris Spalding 3 1 01 0.3 0 
Jimmie Young 7 1 1 0.1 0 
ca~ey Reid 7 1 0 0.1 0 
Brta:n Mink 7 1 13 0.1 0 
Ken Hopkins 7 1 0 0.1 0 
~~-~,/( 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
PLAYER G NO YDS AVG TD 
Dorron Hunter 7 19 459 24.2 0 
Bo Chambers 7 2 41 20.5 0 
David Thurkill 6 1 ·.6 6.0 0 
Dean Copeland 6 1 0 o.o 0 
Steve Ji>ytel 7 1 0 0.0 0 
IPUNT- RETURNS 
PLAYER- G NO YDS- - AVG TD· 
Rusty Hubbard 5 1 3 3.0 0 
DEFENSIVE STATS 
PLAYER TACK ASST TP LOSS FUM REC PASS BL 
David Alexander - 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Ken Alexander 30 12 42 4-15 0 0 
Tim Brewer 201 8 28 4-6 1 0 
Gary carmichael 45 24 69 5-23 3 0 
chris Casterline 3 0 3 0-0 0 0 
Bo Chambers 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Keith Curry 8 3 ll 0-0 0 0 
steve Denny 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Tim Duff 26 8 34 5-18 0 0 
Mike Ealey 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Charlie Franklin ~,3 1 4 0-0 0· 0 
Billy Goldsmith 16 6 22 4-20 1 2 
Dan Gooch 64 30 94 2-7 1 1 
Ron Hardee 36 15 51 8-29 0 0 
Ken Hopkins 14 ll 25 0-0 0 0 
Rusty Hubbard 6 2 8 1-1 0 0 
Dorron Hunter ;_l 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Ken Imhoff 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Vince Jones 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Marc Kessler 9 7 16 0-0 0 1 
Brian Mink 5 5 10 2-18 0 0 
Mike Puthoff 18 8 26 0-0 0 0 
carey Reid 24 7 31 2-3 0 2 
Rob Smith 9 8 17 0-0 0 0 
Chris Spalding 1 2 3 0-0 0 0 
Mark Stafford 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Bill Vogt 29 14 43 3-5 1 4 
B.J. ward 4 0 4 0-0 0 0 
Bob Whitman 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
---~-----._l __ .:_~ = 0 -- '-1~-: -- o::o- ·-  .. o-=--~ :_- --~0---~-::· 
.,.,... 1..:,.... .,;r.-.. ........ _,. , , 
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CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Lady Eagle 
volleyball squad posted wins over the Green Gals of Marshall and 
the Rio Grande Redwomen. 
The Lady Eagles defeated Rio Grande 15-4, 15-4 and downed 
Marshall 15-11, 13-15, 15-1. 
Coach Laradean Brown was pleased with her team's performance. 
"All of our girls had an opportunity to play," Brown said. "Hith 
the match even at one game each with Marshall, I thought the third 
game was very intense and all of our girls played well." 
--I~e Lady Eagles travel to Muncie, Ind. for the Ball State 
Invitatio~~ on :Oct. 31 and Nov. 1. 
10-28-80rs 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Lady Eagle - .~.:· 
Basketball Coach Mickey Wells will be looking for some answers 
Wednesday night when his team opens a three-game pre-season at 
Lees College in Jackson. 
The Lady Eagles posted a 21-9 record last year, including 
a second place finish in the KWIC State Tournament, and will be 
trying to replace two top stars lost to graduation. 
The key losses are two-time Ohio Valley Conference "Pla)l"er 
of the Year" Donna Murphy and four-year starter Michelle Stowers. 
Murphy is MSU's all-time leading scorer with 2,059 career 
points, while Stowers is second on the all-time list with 1,459 
points. 
Replacing that duo will be two freshmen Linda Reinke (6-2) 
and Lynn Miley (6-1). Joining them on the back line will be 
another freshman, Priscilla Blackford (5-11) at center. 
However, Wells feels the strength of the team must be the 
guards. 
"Our guards must supply more offensive punch for us to be 
effective," he stated. "They'll have to score and they'll have 
to provide us with some consistant leadership." 
Slated tostart at the guard slots are juniors Robin Harmon 




"We have a very young team," added Wells. "We won't be 
afraid to play a lot of people until we find the right combination." 
MSU will see hornecourt pre-season action on Friday, Nov. 7 
as the Lady Eagles host the Kentucky Belles, an AAU team of former 
collegiate players. The Lady Eagles will close the exhibition 
season with a game at Georgetown College Nov~ 10. 
"We hope to use these games to answer some of the questions 
about our squad," stated Wells. "We feel the talent is there, even 
though the experience may not be right now." 
Game times for the three exhibition games are 7 p.m. on Oct. 29, 
against Lees at Breathitt County High School; 7:30p.m. on Nov. 7, 
at horne against the Kentucky Belles and 7 p.m. on Nov. 10, against 
Georgetown College in Georgetown. 
Uifif 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Lady Eagle 
tennis team ended the 1980 fall season on winning notes with 
identical 7-2 wins over Northern Kentucky and the University 
of Cincinnati. 
The Lady Eagles finished the season at··ll-4. 
Alison Hill, Bristol, England sophomore; Kerstin 
Hictorin, Stockholm, Sweden freshman; Liz Oosthuizen, Kitwe, 
Zambia junior; Miriam Hard, Westerville, Ohio _iunior; and Jennie 
Circle, Springfield, Ohio junior all posted singles' wins in 
both matches. 
The- Hill-Circle duo had wins in doubles ·-plav in both 
matches while Oosthuizen-Hard and Wictorin-Liz Hamilton, Morehead 
junior teamed for wins in doubles play. 
10-29-80rs 
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110REHEAD, Ky. A pair of wins at the recent Ball State 
Invitational moved the Morehead State University Lady, _Eagle 
,. 
volleyball team to 17-8 on the season. 
-The Lady Eagles-finished the tournament at 2-1 with ·wins over 
Indiana Tech 15-13, 15-12, 17-15 and Indiana State 15-6, 15-3, 15-4 
after falling to Ball State in the opener 15-7, 15-11, 15-11. 
Indiana Tech also finished at 2-1 for the tournament while 
Indiana State and Ball State tied with 1-2 marks. 
MSU Coach Laradean Brown recognized the individual play of 
Debbie Trottier, LaPorte, Ind. freshman and Tracey Slater, Michigan 
City, Ind. freshman, for the tournament. 
The Lady Eagles will continue scheduled play against the 
University of Miami (Ohio) and Marshall on Saturday, Nov. 8. Game 
time is 1 p.m. in MSU's-Wetherby Gymnasium. 
1NNNI 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980 Fall Sports Scoreboard 
-i 
FOOTBALL 3-5 cove 2-4) 
Marshall 35, MSU 8 
MSU 21, James Madison 18 
MSU 17, Middle Tennessee 10 
Murray State 30, MSU 6 
Austin Peay 23, MSU 21 
MSU 20, Youngstown State 14 
Tennessee Tech 31, MSU 29 
Western Kentucky 17, MSU 7 
Nov. 8 at Liberty Baptist 
Nov. 15 KENTUCKY STATE 
Nov. 22 at Eastern Kentucky 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 7-8 
MSU 2, Midway College 0 
Eastern Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
OVC Invitational 
MSU 2, Austin Peay 0 
Eastern Kentucky 2, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Middle Tennessee 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
MSU 3, Dayton 2 
Cleveland State 3, MSU 2 
Louisville 3, MSU 1 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
MSU 3, Northern Kentucky 2 
Lady Eagle Invitational 
MSU 2, Ohio University 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 2, Bellarmine 0 
MSU 2, Charleston 0 
MSU 3, Louisville 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Rio Grande 0 
MSU 2, Marshall 1 
Northern Kentucky 3, M~U 0 
Ball State Invitational 
Ball State 3, MSU 0 
MSU 3, Indiana Tech 0 
MSU 3, Indiana State 0 
Nov. 8 MIAMI (Ohio), MARSHALL 
Nov.:10 XAVIER 
Nov. 14-15 at KWIC State Tournament 
, WOMEN'S TENNIS 
MSU 5, Western Kentucky 4 
MSU 7, West Virginia 2 
MSU 5, Miami (Ohio) 4 
MSU 7, Charleston 2 
MSU 9, Dayton 0 
MSU 9, Northern Kentucky 0 
MSU 9, Marshall 0 
Eastern Kentucky 5, MSU 4 
Vanderbilt 6, MSU 3 
Louisville 5, MSU 4 
MSU 7, Austin Peay 2 
MSU 7, Tennessee Tech 2 
Kentucky 9, MSU 0 
MSU 7, Northern Kentucky 2 
MSU 7, Cincinnati 2 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
11-4 
2-21 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (5th of 5) 
EKU Invitational (3rd of 3) 
Ohio University Inv. (4th of 4) 
KWIC Championships (6th of 6) 
OVC Championships (4th of 6) 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 10-30 
Marshall Invitational (5th of 7) 
Kentucky Invitational (8th of 10) 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (4th of 5) 
Eastern Kentucky Inv. (3rd of 3) 
Appalachian State Inv. (8th of 10) 
Marshall 16, MSU 44 
OVC Championships (6th of 8) 
I OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
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CONTACT: Ronda., Sloan'-
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Lady Eagle 
basketball team of Coach Mickey Wells will be on public display at 
home for the first time this season Friday night as they host the 
Kentucky Belles AAU team from Northern Kentucky in a 7:30p.m. 
exhibition game. 
MSU will be depending on a squad of underclassmen, including 
a starting lineup of three freshmen and two juniors, to follow up 
the 28-4 and 21-9 seasons of the past two years. 
The Kentucky Belles.feature former collegiate players, including 
Northern Kentucky University products Peggy Vincent and Peggy Ludwig. 
The Lady Eagles opened the 1980-81 season with a recent 99-47 
exhibition win against Lees Junior, College. 
Guard Irene Moore, Whick junior, led the Lady Eagles with 16 
points. 
Forward Loretta Hummeldorf, Morningview senior, scored 12 points 
and freshman Priscilla Blackford of Versailles and Linda Reinke of 
Strongville, Ohio,r.each had 10 points. 
Probable MSU starters for Friday include junior guards Irene 
Moore, 5-3, and Robin Harmon, 5-6, with freshmen Lynn Miley, 6-1, and 
Linda.Reinke, 6-2, hoiding down the forward slots and Priscilla 
Blackford, 5-11, at center. 
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317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Eagle Basketball 
team will be in for the busiest week of the young season, as Coach 
Wayne Martin's charges play two games in three days Nov. 11 and 13. 
On Nov. 11, the Eagles travel to James A. Cawood High School in 
Harlan for the first Blue-Gold exhibition game of the season then r··-
open home court action Nov. 13, in an exhibition game against the 
Marathon Oil AAU team from Lexington. 
Last season, Coach Scotty Baesler's Marathon Oil team handed 
the Eagles an 87-78 setback and will be looking to the likes of 
Kentucky's Jim Andrews-and Larry Stamper, Eastern Kentucky's George 
Bryant, Daryl Dunagan and Lovell Joyner and Duke's Bob Bender for a 
repeat performance. 
MSU returns four starters from last year's 15-12 squad plus a 
six-member freshman class that is one of the biggest and most talented 
in the school's history. 
Exhipition action continues the following week when the Eagles 
travel to Shelby County High School in Shelbyville for a Blue-Gold 
clash on Tuesday, Nov. 18. MSU will close pre-season play at Virgie 
High School in Virgie on Friday, Nov. 21. 
Tipoff time in Wetherby Gym for the Marathon Oil contest is 












































MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Football Statistics (-8 Games) 
Record: 3-5 (OVC 2"-4) · 
TEAM 









Yardage Average (Game) 





Yardage Average (Game) 
Yardage Average (Per Comp) 










































































PLAYER G ATT YG YL NYG TD'S AVG YPG LR -
Dorron Hunter 8 166 727 50 677 6 4.1 84.6 67 
Brian Shimer 7 38 178 18 160 1 4.2 22.9 28 
Dwight Yarn 6 20 101 3 ·. 98 0 4.9 16.3 10 
Marcus Johnson 7 30 ll4 0 ll4 0 3.8 16.3 12 
Alan Mitchell 8 33 ll6 0 ll6 0 3.5 14.5 14 
Don Reeves 8 68 187 146 41 4 0.6 5.1 33 
Doug_ ~oi~_er . 1 1 2 0 2 0 2.0 2. 0. 2 
Cliff Thompson 2 1 3 0 3 ·a .. 3.0 1·. 5 3 
Jeff Richards 5 10 14 7 7 0 .. 0.7 1.4 6 
B. J. Ward 8 2 3 3 0 0 0.0 0.0 3 
Bo Chambers 8 1 0 15 -15 0 -15.0 -1.9 -15 
PASSING 
PLAYER G ATT COMP INT YDS TD EP PCT CPG YD.COMP LG - -- -
Don Reeves 8 162 76 9 971 6 1 .469 9.5 12.8 72 
Jeff Richards 5 10 3 1 72 0 1 .300 0.6 24.0 44 
Dorron Hunter 8 5 3 0 89 0 1 .600 0.4 29.7 45 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
PLAYER G ATT YDR YDP TOT YPG 
Don Reeves E' 230 liT 97I IOI2 m.s 
Dorron Hunter 8 171 677 89 '766 95.8 
Brian Shimer 7 38 160 0 . 160 22.9 
Dwight Yarn 6 20 98 0 98 16.3 
Marcus Johnson 7 30 ll4 0 "114 16.3 
Jeff Richards 5 20 7 72 79 15.8 
Alan Mitchell 8 33 ll6 0 ll6 14.5 
PASS RECEIVING 
EP YPR RPG LG PLAYER G CT YDS TD 
Tim Devine E' 28" 194 4 1 171:'"1 T.5 TI' 
Bo Chambers 8 16 345 2 0 21.6 2.0 72 
Dorron Hunter 8 14 ll7 0 0 8.4 1.8 14 
Alan Mitchell 8 10 31 0 0 3.1 1.3 18 
Todd Curkendall 8 6 129 0 0 21.5 0.8 4Lf 
Robert King 8 3 66 0 0 22.0 0.4 44 
Dwight Yarn 6 1 ll 0 0 ll. 0 0.2 ll 
Brian Shimer 7 1 5 0 0 5.0 0.1 5 
Don Reeves 8 1 24 0 1 24.0 0.1 24 
David Thurkill 6 0 0 0 1 0.0 0.0 0 
INTERCEPTIONS TD'S PLAYER G NO RET. YD I.P .G. 
Bill Vogt E' 2 0 0.3 
-o-
Ken Hopkins 8 2 0 0.3 0 
Chris Spalding 4 1 0 0.3 0 
Jimmie Young 8 1 1 0.1 0 
Carey Reid 8 1 0 0.1 0 
Brian Mink 8 1 13 0.1 0 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
TD PLAYER G NO YDS AVG 
Dorron Hunter E' 20 ZfbZf 2"3":"2 0 
Bo Chambers 8 2 41 20.5 0 
David Thurkill 6 1 6 6.0 0 
. .Dean Copeland 7 1 0 0.0 0 
Steve "Pytel 8 1 o-- ·0. 0 -0 --- -----~- - " - -
nTn,'II'J1 nL'I'J1TTU"t..TC' 
'· DEFENSIVE STATS 
PLAYER TACK ASST TP LOSS FUM REC PASS BL 
David Alexander 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Ken Alexander 31 12 43 4-15 0 0 
Tim Brewer 23 8 31 4-6 1 0 
Gary Carmichael 54 28 83 5-23 3 1 
Chris Casterline 3 0 3 0-0 0 0 
Bo Chambers 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Keith Curry 8 3 ll 0-0 0 0 
Steve Denny 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Tim Duff 29 9 38 5-18 0 0 
Mike Ealey 2 0 2 0-0 o· 0 
Charlie Franklin 3 1 4 0-0 0 0 
Billy Goldsmith 20 8 28 5-35 1 2 
Dan Gooch 76 34 llO' 3-18 1 2 
Ron Hardee 41' 17 58 8-29 0 0 
Ken Hopkins 19 14 33 0-0 0 0 
Rusty Hubbard 6 2 8 1-1 0 0 
Dorron Hunter 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Ken Imhoff 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Vince Jones 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Marc Kessler 10 8 18 0-0 0 1 
Brian Mink 12 6 18 2-18 0 0 
Mike Puthoff 2lj. 9 33 2-12 0 0 
Carey Reid 25 7 32 2-3 0~ 3 
Rob Smith ll 8 19 0-0 0 0 
Chris Spalding 5 5 10 0-0 0 0 
Mark Stafford 3 0 3 0-0 0 0 
Bill Vogt 37 16 53 3-5 1 4 
B. J. Ward 5 0 5 0-0 0 0 
Bob Whitman 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Dwight Yarn 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Charlie Young 1 1 0 0-0 0 0 
Jimmie Young 33 17 50 4-13 0 1 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University-Lady Eagles ·· 
will host a four-team invitational basketball tournament Nov. 14 
and 15. 
Action begins in Wetherby Gym on Friday at 6 p.m. with Kent 
State facing Missouri Western followed by the Lady Eagles and 
Cumberland College at 8 p.m. 
The consolation game will begin at 6 p.m. on Saturday with 
the championship contest slated for 8 p.m. 
MSU students will be admitted free with a valid ID. Admission 
for non-students will be $2. 
##### 
ll-6-80rs 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980 Fall Sports Scoreboard 
FOOTBALL 
.7 
3.--6 (0VC 2-4) 
Marshall 35, MSU 8 
MSU 21, James Madison 18 
MSU 17, Middle Tennessee 10 
Murray State 30, MSU 6 
Austin Peay 23, MSU 21 
MSU 20, Youngstown State 14 
Tennessee Tech 31, MSU 29 
Western Kentucky 17, MSU 7 
Liberty Baptist 23, MSU_ 20_ 
Nov: 15 KENTUCKY STATE 
Nov. 22 at Eastern Kentucky 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 18-9 
MSU 2, Midway College 0 
Eastern Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
OVC Invitational 
MSU 2, Austin Peay 0 
Eastern Kentucky 2, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Middle Tennessee 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
MSU 3, Dayton 2 
Cleveland State 3, MSU 2 
Louisville 3, MSU l 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
MSU 3, Northern Kentucky 2 
Lady Eagle Invitational 
MSU 2, Ohio University 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 2, Bellarmine 0 
MSU 2, Charleston 0 
MSU 3, Louisville 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Rio Grande 0 
MSU 2, Marshall 1 
Northern Kentucky 3, MSU 0 
Ball State Invitational 
Ball State 3, MSU 0 
MSU 3, Indian·a· Tech o · 
MSU_3, Indiana State 0 
Miami (Ohio) 2, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Marshall 0 
Nov. 10 XAVIER 




MSU 5, Western Kentucky 4 
MSU 7, West Virginia 2 
MSU 5, Miami (Ohio) 4 
MSU 7, Charleston 2 
MSU 9, Dayton 0 
MSU 9, Northern Kentucky 0 
MSU 9, Marshall 0 
Eastern Kentucky 5, MSU 4 
Vanderbilt 6, MSU 3 
Louisville 5, MSU 4 
MSU 7, Austin Peay 2 
MSU 7, Tennessee Tech 2 
Kentucky 9, MSU 0 
MSU 7, Northern Kentucky 2 
MSU 7, Cincinnati 2 
11-4 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 2-21 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (5th of 5) 
EKU Invitational (3rd of 3) 
Ohio University Inv. (4th of 4) 
KWIC Championships (6th of 6) 
OVC Championships (4th of 6) 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 10-30 
Marshall Invitational (5th of 7) 
Kentucky Invitational (8th of 10) 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (4th of 5) 
Eastern Kentucky Inv. (3rd of 3) 
Appalachian State Inv. (8th of 10) 
Marshall 16, MSU 44 





MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY • 
Football Statistics ( 9 Games) 
Record: 3-6 cove 2-4) 
MSU TEAM OPP 
133 FIRST DOVJNS - Total 148 
68 Rushing 83 
52 Passing 49 
13 Penalties 16 
421 RUSHING - Total Attempts 432 
1710 Yards Gained 2045 
266 Yards Lost 290 
1444 Net Gain 1755 
12 Touchdowns 15 
160.4 Yardage Average (Game) 195.0 
3.4 Yardage Average (Pe~ Rush) 4,1 
194 PASSING - Total Attempts 177 
87 Completions 79 
11 Had Intercepted 8 
1216 Net Gain 1160 
135.1 Yardage Average (Game) 128.9 
14.0 Yardage Average (Per Comp) 14.7 
·2660 TOTAL OFFENSIVE YARDAGE 2915 
615 Total Plays 609 
295.6 Average (Game) 323.9 
4.3 Average (Play) 4.8 
58 PUNTING - Total Attempts 58 
1 Had Blocked 0 
2231 Total Yardage 2128 
38.5 Average 36.7 
17-10 FUMBLES -LOST 25-9 
50 PENALTIES 68 
553 Penalty Yardage 641 
20 TOUCHDO\-JNS - Total 25 
12 Rushing 15 
7 Passing 8 
1 Returns 2 
3-10 FIELD GOALS 8-10 
0 SAFETIES 0 
17-20 CONVERSIONS 21-25 
14-16 Kicking 18-21 
0-0 Rushing 1-1 
3-4 Passing 2-3 
149 TOTAL POINTS 201 
16.6 Average 22,3 
- Scoring by_Quarters 





RUSHING G ATT . YG YL . NYG . TD'S . AVG . YPG LR ).__ -
Dor-l'on Hunter 9 196 916 53 863 7 4' 4- 95,9 67 . 
Brian Shimer 8 41 185 i9 166 1 4.0 20.8 28 
Alan Mitchell 9 _. 45 177 r·o 177 0 3,9 19,7 14 
Dwight Yarn 6 20 101 3 ---, 98 0 4,9 16,3 10 
Marcus Johnson 7 30 ll4 -~Q_ :1:!;_~- I 0 3,8 16.3 12 
Do.n Reeves 9. 74 195 166' 29 ·- __ [ 4 0,4 3.2 33 
Doug Joiner 1 1 2· 0 '2 0 2,0 ·_2; o 2 
Cliff Thompson 2 1 3 0 3 0 3.0 1,5 3 
Jeff Richards 5 10 14 7 7 0 0.7 1,4 6 
B. J. Ward 9 2 3 3 ' 0 0 0,0 O,d 3 
Bo Chambers 9 1 0 15 -15 0 -15' 0 ' -1,7 -15 _, 
PASSING G ATT . COMP INT . YDS . TD EP PCT CPG YD,COMP LG 
Don Reeves" :9 177- 81 10 1055 7 1 ,548 9;0 13,0 72 
Jeff Richards 5 10 3 -.1 72 0 1 ,300 0 :'6 24,0 44 
Dorron Hunter 9 7 3 0 89 0 1 ,429 0,3 29.7 45 -· - --- --- .. - -
TOTAL OFFENSE G . ATT YDR YDP TOT YPG 
Don Reeves 9 251 29 105-'i ., 1084 120,4 
Dorron Hunter 9 203 863 




Alan Mitchell 9 45 177 0 177 19.7 
Dwight Yarn 6 20 98 0 98 16.3 
Marcus Johnson 7 30 ll4 0 ll4 16.3 
Jeff Richards 5 20 7 72. 7..9 15,8 
\ ~ I 
\_L___ --
ALL PURPOSE RUNNINGJ G' ATT RUSH YD REG YD PUNT RET KO--RET TOTAL YPG -
Dorron Hunter 9 245 863 ll7 82 522 1584 176.0 
---
PASS RECEIVING. 'G . CT . YDS TD EP YPR RPG LG -
Tim Devine 9 30 410 4 1 13,7 3,3 35 
Bo Chambers 9 19 415 3 0 21,8 2,1 72 
Dorron Hunter 9 14 ll7 0 0 8.4 1;'6 14 
Alan Mi tche11 9 10 31 0 0 3.1 1.1 18 
Todd Curkendall 9 6 129 0 0 21.5 0~ 7 44 
Robert King 9 3 66 0 0 22.0 0,3 4~ 
Dwight Yarn 6 1 ll 0 0 ll. b 0.2 11 
Brian Shimer 8 1 \ 5 0 0 5,0 0.1 5 
' ' Don Reeves 9 '}___ \ 24 0 1 24.0 0,1 24 
David Thurkill 8 0 \ 0 0 1 0,1 0,0 0 
----- - ------ -----
INTERCEPTIONS> -G ·NO RET.YD r;J?,G, TD'S. -
Bill Vogt 9 2 0 0,2 0 
Ken Hopkins 9 2 0 0,2 0 
~ Chris Spalding 5 1 0 0.2 0 
Jimmie Young 9 1 1 0,1 0 
Carey Reid 9 1 0 0,1 0 
Brian Mink 9 1 13 0.1 0 
- - - - - -- - I ------ ---
KICKOFF RETURNS G NO . YJ):;i. f>VG TD ' " ' . '' ~ -=-="""'""' 
Bo Chambers 9. 3 135 45,0 1 
Dorron Hunter 9. 24 522 21,8 0 
David Thurkill 8 1 6 6,0 0 
-nean Copeland 8 1 0 0,0 0 
Steve Pytel 9. 1 0 0,0 
Q . . -----
PUNT RETURNS I ,.G NO YDS. AVG TD 
Dorron Hunter 9 ll 82 7.5 0 
~-B'ill-Vog.t -- _9 __ - L 34 6.8 0 1 Rusty Hubbard '--6' 1 - -3 - 3. 0 --- :~_-:.:.o·- ---- ---- -- '!i ·r ---·-:-~ : --- -~ ------ -- -----
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Lady Eagle 
basketball squad is gearing-up fior the 1980-81 season opener 
against Cumberland College in the Lady Eagle Invitational Nov. 14 and 15. 
Coach Mickey Wells' Lady Eagles finished pre-season play with 
an 84-75 win over the Kentucky Belles AAU team and three halves of 
play against Georgetown. 
Against the Kentucky Bells, the Lady Eagles received strong 
support from juniors Robin Harmon of Lovely with 18 points and 
Irene Moore of Whick with 14. Linda Reinke, 6-2 Strongsville, Ohio 
freshman, added 14 points. 
The Lady Eagles out-scored Georgetown in bhre.e ··halves' of:•.p·lay, 
42-34, 42-19 and 31-24. 
The Lady Eagle Invitational begins at 6 p.m. on Friday with 
Kent State facing Missouri Western and MSU taking on Cumberland at 
8 p.m. in Wetherby Gym. Saturday's games will be at 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
Admission is $2 for non-student~ with MSU students adm:i:tted 
free with a valid identification card. 
1N/414f 
ll-ll-80rs 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/?83-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Eagle Basketball 
team will play its second intersquad game of the season Tuesday at 
Shelby County High School, with members of the news media trading 
spots with MSU coaches. 
Billy Reed, sports editor of Lousiville's Courier=Journal, will 
coach the White squad, and Mike Johnson, assistant sports editor of 
the Lexington Herald:; will handle the Blue. 
In an earlier match-up this season, the Whites topped the Blues 
91-90 at James A. Cawood High School in Harlan. 
The Eagles, who downed the Marathon Oil AAU team from Lexington 
92-88 in an exhibition game last week, will close out the pre-season 
schedule Friday in a Blue-White game at Virgie High School. 
Tipoff for Tuesday's action at Shelby County High School is 
7:30 p.m. EST. 
tNNNf 
ll-17-80jw 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980 Fali Sports Scoreboard 
FOOTBALL 4-6 (OVC 2-4) WOMEN'S T~E~NN~I~S~---------~l~l~-~4 ___ _ 
Marshall 35, MSU 8 -- ____ _ 
MSU 21, James Madison 18 
MSU 17, Middle Tennessee 10 
Murray State 30, MSU 6 
_ Austin : Peay 23 ,.- MSU_;n_----,-
MSU 20, Youngstown ·state 14 
Tennessee---'Tech 31 , MSU 29- - -
j-Westein Kentucky 17, MSU 7 -l MSU 15, Kentucky State 10 _ 
.(Nov. 12 at Eastern Kentucky_~~­
; 
--~J 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 20-11 
MSU 2, Midway College 0 
Eastern Kentucky 3, Msu· 2 
OVC Invitational 
MSU ~. Austin Peay 0 
Eastern Kentucky 2, MSU o 
MSU 2, Middle Tennessee 0 
'MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
MSU 3, Dayton 2 
Cleveland State 3, MSU 2 
Louisville 3, MSU 1 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
MSU 3, Northern Kentucky 2 
Lady Eagle Invitational 
MSU 2, Ohio University 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 2, Bellarmine 0 
MSU 2, Charleston 0 
MSU 3, Louisville 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 0 
· MSU 2, Rio Grande 0 
MSU 2, Marshall 1 
Northern Kentucky 3, MSU 0 
Ball State Invitational 
Ball State 3, MSU 0 
MSU 3, Indian~ _Tech __ Q_ 
MSU 3, Indiana' State 0 
Miami (Ohio) 2, MSU 0 
.MSU 2, Marshall 0 
MSU 3, 'Xavier 0 I 
KWIC State Tournament 
'MSU 2, Northern Kentucky-
. ' 
~ 
0 I '. 
' \ Kentucky 2, MSU 0 · 




MSU 5, Western Kentucky 4 
MSU 7, West Virginia 2 
MSU 5, Miami (Ohio) 4 
MSU 7, Charleston 2 
MSU 9, Dayton 0 
MSU 9, Northern Kentucky 0 
MSU 9, i.!arshall a· 
Eastern Kentucky 5, MSU 4 
Vanderbilt 6, MSU 3 
Louisville 5, MSU 4 
MSU 7, Austin Peay 2 
---------: MSU 7, Tennessee Tech 2 
Kentucky 9, MSU 0 
MSU 7, Northern Kentucky 2 
, MSU 7, Cincinnati 2 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 2-21 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (5th of 5) 
EKU Invitational (3rd of 3) 
Ohio University Inv. (4th of 4) 
KWIC Championships (6th of 6) 
OVC Championships (4th of 6) 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 10-30 
.Marshall Invitational (5th of 7) 
Kentucky Invitational (8th of 10) 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (4th of 5) 
Eastern Kentucky Inv. (3rd of 3) 
Appalachian State Inv. (8th of 10) 
Marshall 16, MSU 44 
OVC Championships (6th of 8) 
'~ ' ~· ["2._ 
I 
~ . . 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY. 40351 
CONTACT': Fred Stewart 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Lady Eagles are 
2-0 and will be eyeing a third consecutive University of Cincinnati 
Classic championship this weekend, but will face strong opposition 
immediately. 
MSU will open against Indiana University with Kent State facing 
the University of Cincinnati. 
Coach Mickey Wells' team will be fresh from a first place finish 
in the Lady Eagle Invitational with wins over Cumberland College at 
86-39 and a 72-55 title win over Kent State. 
"There were times when our" team showed a lot of maturity," stated 
Wells. "However, . I was not completely satisfied with our play in terms 
of continuity and intensity." 
Wells cited his three freshman starters as having fine performances. 
Linda Reinke, Strongsville, Ohio forward, averaged 13 points and 
9 rebounds during tournament action, while Priscilla Blackford, Versailles 
Center, averaged 12.5 points and was named to the All-Tournament team. 
Lynn Mi-ley, Sa:rahs~ill~>-"-Ohio forward, averaged- 2·~5 points and two 
rebounds in the winning cause. 
Wells also praised his returning starters, Irene Moore, 
Whick junior guard, and Robin Harmon, Lovely junior guard. Both players 















































•. ' MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Football Statistics (lOGames) 
'Record: 4-6 2·-'4 (oirc 2:..4). 
TEAM 









Yardage Average (Game) 
Yardage Average (Per Rush) 




Yardage Avera~e (Game) 
Yardage Average (Per Comp) 























Scoring by Quarters 
1 2 3 4 Total 













































PLAYER TACK ASST TP LOSS FUM RECC PASS BL 
David Alexander 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Ken Alexander 23 8 31 5-23 2 2 
Tim Brewer 23 17 40 2-6 2 2 
Gary Carmichael 63 29 92 5-18 i 2 5 
Chris Casterline 3 0 3 0-0 0 0 
Bo Chambers 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Keith curry 8 3 11 0-0 0 0 
Steve Denny 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Kevin Durban 0 1 1 0-0 0 0 
Tim Duff 24 13 37 2-14 0 0 
Mike Ealey 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Charlie Franklin 3 1 4 0-0 0 0 
Billy Goldsmith 27 15 42 8-59 1 5 
Dan Gooch 103 so 153 7-24 2 4 
Ron Hardee 51 15 66 8-30 0 2 
Ken Hopkins 41 34 75 0-0 0 3 
Rusty Hubbard 7 1 8 1-1 0 0 
Dorron Hunter 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Ken Imhoff 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Vince Jones 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 
Marc Kessler 14 8 22 0-0 1 1 
Brian Mink' 13 3 16 2-18 0 0 
Mike Puthoff 33 11 44 9-57 0 1 
Carey Reid 15 9 24 2-3 ' 0 3 
Rob Smith 15 7 22 0-0 0 1 
Chli::is Spalding 8 6 14 0-0 0 1 
Mark Stafford 3 0 3 0-0 0 0 
Bill Vogt 41 11 52 3-5 1 5 
B. J. ward 5 0 5 0-0 0 0 
Bob Whitman 2 1 3 0-0 0 0 
Dwight Yarn 1 0 1 0-0 0 0 
Charlie Young 1 1 0 0-0 0 0 





MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 














































FG Pet. FT Pet. 
14-27 .518 3-4 .750 
9-23 .391 8-10 .800 
'11-24 .458. ___ 3::5 .. 600 
7-20 .350 8-8 1.000 
,. 5-8 .625 
2-5 .400 
2-8 .250 
h3 . 333 
:en . ooo 
:;1.,0:8 . 250 










3-4 . 750 
4-4 1. 000 
0-2 . 000 
1-7 .142 
2~4 . 500 
2-2 1. 000 
Lady Eagles 2 56-138 .405 46-68 .676 











































115 ' 5~·;5 !' 50-0 









































36 50 9 
19 65 3 
S Min TP 
4 65 31 
0 50 26 
1 55 25 

















































'2' 5 5 
2 2 
1,5 3 
1 __ --2 
'· 
1 ' 21 
14 400 158 ' 79 
8 400 94 47 
86 
55 
MSU 86, Cumberland 39 
MSU 72, Kent.State 55 
RESULTS 
Jan. 24 at Western Kentucky 
Nov. 21-22 at Cincinnati Classic 
Nov. 25 at Miami of Ohio 
Jan. 26 at Tennessee Tech 
Jan. 28 BELLARMINE 
Jan. 29 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
Jan. 31 WESTERN KENTUCKY 
Feb. 2 at Marshall 
Dec. 5-6 at Central Missouri Classic 
Dec. 12 at Northern Kentucky 
Jan. ~1 at Kentucky 
Jan. 3 at Middle Tennessee State 
Jan. 8 MURRAY STATE 
Feb. 5 at Murray State 
Feb. 7 CAMPBELLSVILLE 
Feb. 10 LOUISVILLE 
Jan. 10 AUSTIN PEAY Feb. 12 MARSHALL 
Jan. 12 at Charleston Feb. 14 NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
Jan. 14 at Dayton 
Jan. 22 at Eastern Kentucky 
Feb. 16 at Louisville 
Feb. 19 EASTERN KENTUCKY 


















INDIVIDUAL SINGLE GAME HIGHS 
17, Robin Harmon vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
15, Robin Harmon vs. Kent State, 11~15-80 
8, Robin Harmon vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
9, Loretta Hummeldorf vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
~·7, Irene Moore vs. Kent State, 11-15-80 
6, Irene Moore, Robin Harmon vs. Cumberland, 
11-14-80 
13, Priscilla Blackford vs Kent State, 11-15-80 
TEAM SINGLE GAME HIGHS 
86, vs. Cumberland,:ll-14-80 
72, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
30, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
42, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
26, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
24, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
65, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
THE LEADERS 
Top Scorer 
Robin Harmon, 17 
Linda Reinke, Irene 
Moore, 15 
Top Rebounder 
Priscilla Blackford, 12 
Priscilla Blackford, 13 
• 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Keith Kappes 
606/783-4672 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University has announced 
the appointment of sportscaster Don F. Russell as the school's 
first full-time fund raiser for athletics. 
The announcement was made jointly by MSU Athletic Director. 
G. E. (Sonny) Moran and Morehead businessman Harold Bellamy, board 
chairman of the Eagle Athletic Fund. 
Russell, a former football standout at MSU as a placekicker, 
has served since 1975 as sports director of WMKY Radio and as 
play-by-play announcer on MSU's Bald Eagle Network. 
"The addition of Don Russell should provide valuable assistance 
to our intercollegiate athletic program," Moran stated. "We are 
most pleased to have him on our staff and we are very appreciative 
of the financial support for his position from the Eagle Athletic 
Fund." 
Moran noted that Russell's salary and expenses will be returned 
to the University as a gift from the Eagle Athletic Fund, formerly 
the Eagle Athletic Foundation. The Louisville native, who earned 
All-OVC and Academic All-America honors in his playing days, will 
continue his play-by-play duties in football and basketball, 
according to Moran. 
"The board members of the EAF are convinced that Dan's background 
in athletics, his demonstrated dedication to the University and his 
skills in communication make him ideally suited for this important 




Russell, 28, will have the title of "athletic development 
officer" and will be responsible for the solicitation of private 
gift support of MSU's 15 intercollegiate sports for men and 
women. 
A two-time graduate of Morehead State, he holds a bachelor's 
degree in radio-television and a master's in communications. 
A former staff member of MSU's Office of News Services, Russell 
teaches sportscasting and sportswriting as an instructor of 
radio-television. 
He is a member of the National Sportscasters and Sportswriters 
Association and the OVC Sportscasters Association and was named 
MSU's outstanding broadcasting student in 1973. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Russell of Valley Station 
and is a graduate of Valley High School. He is married to the 




OF:E'ICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY' 
317 ALLIE YOUNG KALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Keith. Kappe:;; 
606/783-4672 
MOREHEAD, Ky·. --- Moreh.ead State University':;; new men':;; 
basketball tournament has a new name. 
MSU Athletic Dire.ctor G. E. (Sonny} Moran ha:;; announced 
. 
that McDonald':;; Eagle Classic_has be~ome the official name of 
the four-team competition scheduled Dec. 5 and 6 at Wetherby 
Gym. 
"The University is most grateful, t 0 1-'lr/ Gerald F. Healy, 
--~ 
owner of McDonald's franchises in the Morehead area, who has 
made a generous gift in support of the tournament," Moran stated. 
Coach Wayne Martin's Eagles will host George Washington, 
Tennessee State and Illinois-Chicago Circle in the two-day 
tourney. 
Moran added that the sponsorship agreement with McDonald's 
includes an option for renewal. Earlier, the tournament had 




OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY. 40351 
CONTACT: ~ed Stewart 
'606/783-3325 
~--------
MOREHEAD, :Ky. --- A team of Morehead State University "All-Stars" 
will face a team of Lexington's WKYT personalities in the first Len 
Miller Celebrity Basketball Game here on Monday, Dec. 8. 
Proceeds from the game in MSU's Wetherby Gym will go to the Len 
Miller Memorial Fund, established by a group of MSU alumni to honor 
the memory of the former Eagle coach. 
Miller, who died in 1945, served on MSU's football and basketball 
coaching staffs for nine years, including a short wartime stint as head 
basketball coach. 
At the time of Miller's death, he was described by sportswriter 
Earl Ruby of the Louisville courier-Journal: 
"He was the kind of coach you'd want your son to be taught by - the 
idol-or every·,·ki9. who knew him. He was sober, kindly and very fair in 
all his dealings. Len was considered one of the smartest basketball 
• 
and football scouts in the business. He was an all-right guy." 
The primary objective of the Len Miller Memorial Fund is to 
finance the sculpting of a bust which will be displayed in MSU's new 
Academic-Athilietic Center. 
Playing for MSU in the celebrity contest will be former Eagle 
All-American, other former players, coaches, faculty and staff members 
and others. 
Representing Channel 27 will be the station's on-air news, weather 
and sports personalities as well as other Lexington representatives. 
Tickets are $2 and will be available at the door. The game is 
open to the public. 
#### 
ll-24-80fs 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980 Fall Sports Scoreboard 
FOOTBALL 4-7 cove 2-5) 
Marshall 35, MSU 8 
MSU ~1, James Madison 18 
MSU 17, Middle Tennessee 10 
Murray State 30, MSU 6 
Austin Peay 23, MSU 21 
· P4SU 20, Youngstowp f!ta"):~ 14 
Tennessee Te~p 31, MSU.29 
'We'sie-rn K:enti.tcl<Y.-1·r; Msu-·r 
MSU 15, Kentucky State 10 
Eastern Kentucky 18, MSU 14 · 
---- -------- - ----- - ---
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 20-11 
MSU 2, Midway College 0 
Eastern Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
OVC Invitational 
MSU 2, Austin Peay 0 
Eastern Kentucky 2, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Middle Tennessee 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
MSU 3, Dayton 2 
Cleveland State 3, MSU 2 
Louisville 3, MSU 1 
MSU 3, Eastern Kentucky 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 2 
MSU 3, Northern Kentucky 2 
Lady Eagle Invitational 
MSU 2, Ohio University 0 
MSU 2, Tennessee Tech 0 
MSU 2, Bellarmine 0 
MSU 2, Charleston 0 
MSU 3, Louisville 0 
Kentucky 3, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Rio Grande 0 
MSU 2, Marshall 1 
Northern Kentucky 3, MSU 0 
Ball State Invitational 
Ball State 3, MSU 0 
MSU 3, Indiana Tech 0 
MSU 3, Indi.ana State 0 
Miami (Ohio) 2, MSU 0 
MSU 2, Marshall 0 
MSU 3, Xavier-0 
KWIC State Tournament 
MSU 2, Northern Kentucky 0 
Kentucky 2, MSU 0 
Eastern Kentucky 2, MSU 0 
11-26-80 
WOMEN'S T.~E~NN~,~I~S~-----------~l~l~-34 ____ _ 
MSU 5, Western Kentucky 4 
MSU 7, West Virginia 2 
MSU 5, Miami (Ohio) 4 
MSU 7, Charleston 2 
MSU 9, Dayton 0 
MSU 9, Northern Kentucky 0 
MSU 9, Marshall 0 
Eastern Kentucky 5, MSU 4 
Vanderbilt 6, MSU 3 
Louisville 5, MSU 4 
MSU 7, Austin Peay 2 
MSU 7, Tennessee Tech 2 
Kentucky 9, MSU 0 
MSU 7, Northern Kentucky 2 
MSU 7, Cincinnati 2 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 2-21 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (5th of 5) 
EKU Invitational (3rd of 3) 
Ohio University Inv. (4th of 4) 
KWIC Championships (6th of 6) 
OVC Championships (4th of 6) 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 10-30 
Marshall Invitational (5th of 7) 
Kentucky Invitational (8th of 10) 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (4th of 5) 
Eastern Kentucky Inv. (3rd of 3) 
Appalachian State Inv. (8th of 10) 
Marshall 16, MSU 44 






' Office of News Services Morehead State University 
Morehead, KY 40351 
For Additional Information Contact:· 
Jim Wells 606/783-3325 
606/784-8073 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Monday will begin a busy week of activities 
for Coach Wayne Martin and Morehead State University's Eagle 
basketball team, as MSU's cage squad opens the 1980-81 campaign. 
The Eagles, 15-12 last season, host Milligan College of Tennessee 
Monday, and entertain Bluefield College of Virginia Tuesday. Both 
contests have a 7:30p.m. tipoff in MSU's Wetherby Gym. 
As if -two games the season's opening week weren't enough, HSU 
will host the first-ever McDonald's Eagle Classic Dec. 5 and 6. 
In first round action Friday, George Washington will play 
Tennessee State at 7 p.m., with MSU playing Illinois-Chicago Circle 
at 9 p.m. The tournament concludes Saturday with the Consolation 
Game at 7 p.m. and the Finals at 9 p.m. 
Following the tourney appearance, the Eagles will use Sunday 
as a travel date in preparation for a Dec. 8 meeting with Darnell 
Valentine and the University of Kansas in Lawrence. 
MSU returns four starters from last year's team that finished 
tied for third in the Ohio Valley Conference and lost to Hurray State 
in overtime in the OVC Playoffs. 
Probable starters for the Eagles include juniors Norris Beckley 
and Glenn Napier at guard, junior Greg Coldiron and sophomore Eddie 
Childress at forward and freshman Jeff Tipton at center. 
Senior guard John Solomon and freshmen Dickie Alexander and Henry 
Johnson are among those who could see action early. 
iNfUiNf 
ll-29-80jw 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Athletic Director 
G. E. (Sonny) Moran announced Monday that MSU Head Football Coach 
Tom Lichtenberg has resigned effective Friday to accept an assistant 
coaching position at the University of Notre Dame. 
Lichtenberg came to MSU in January, 1979, from the offensive 
coordinator's position at Iowa State, the same post he will assume on 
the staff of Gerry Faust at Notre Dame. 
A 39-year old graduate of the University of Louisville, 
Lichtenberg posted a 9-11-1 mark in two seasons at the Eagle helm, 
including a 5-4-1 markand a third place finish in the Ohio Valley 
Conference in 1979. ·-
"I have mixed emotions about leaving Morehead State," 
Lichtenberg said. "I feel good about this advancement in my 
coaching career but my family and I also regret leaving the people 
with whom we have worked and lived." 
He continued: 
"I feel the last two years have brought both quality people 
and quality athletes into the football program here and I am 
confident they will be successful in the future." 
I 
Lichtenberg's career also includes head coaching positions at 
William Mason High School in Mason, Ohio, and Purcell High School in 
Cincinnati. 
In accepting the resignation, Moran stated: 
"Tom Lichtenberg has done an outstanding job with our football 
program in the past two years. We certainly are sorry to lose him 
but we are pleased tha·t he has th{s fine coaching opportunity at 






































MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980-81 Lady Eagle Basketball statistics Record: 3-2 
G FG PCT FT PCT REB AVG PF-D A TO BL S MIN TP AVG HI 
5 28-63 .444 15-25 .600 61 12.2 21-3 0 15 3 7 141 71 14.2 22 
. 



























.400 18-19 .947 13 
.489 9-11 .818 32 
.200 4-9 .444 13 
.615 3-4 .750 15 
2.6 13.,-1 22_ 17 1 7 136 54 10.8 19 
6.4 19-1 8 14 3 2 128 53 10.6 15 
4.3 8-0 2 2 0 1 50 12 4.0 6 
3.0 5-0 1 3 0 0 63 19 3.8 7 
. 333 4-8 . 500 14 2.8 5-0 8 6 0 1 
.444 6-10 .600 8 
. 308 5-7 . 714 11 
1.6 8-0 8 5 0 5 
2.2 5-0 0 4 0 1 
.250 6-11 .545 
. 222 6-6 1. 000 
,286 3-4 .750 
.167 3-4 .750 
.000 2-4 .500 
1. 000 1.., 7 . 142 
.394 91-137.664 
,398 82-138,594 
10 2.0 8-0 3 ~5 
4 o.8 6-o 2 ·2 
9 1.8 6-0 5 33 
4 1.0 3-0 2 "5 
2 0.7 0-0 1 ~-1 
3 '1.5 4-0 0 ~-1 
22/17DB 
24/16DB 
240 48.0 124-5 77 94 
















































"' No Longer On :;>quad 
RESULTS 
, *MSU,86, cumberland 39 Jan. 24 at Western Kentucky 
*MSU 72, Kent State 55 Jan. 26 at Tennessee Tech 
@Indiana 57, MSU 34 Jan. 28 BELLARMINE 
@MSU 79, Kent State 70 Jan. 29 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
Miami (Ohio) 83, MSU 74 Jan. 31 WESTERN KENTUCKY 
Dec. 5-6 at Central Missouri Classic Feb. 2 at Marshall 
Dec. 12 at Northern ~entucky Feb. 5 at Murr<>y State 
Jan. 1 at Kentucky Feb. 7 Cl>,!1_P~E:_:J:,MVILLE 
Jan. 3 at Middle Tennessee Feb. 10 LOUISVILLE 
Jan. 8 MURRAY STATE Feb. 12 MARSHALL 
Jan. 10 AUSTIN PEAY Feb. 14 NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
Jan. 12 at Charleston Feb. 16 at Louisville 
Jan. 14 at Dayton Feb. 19 EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Jan. 22 at Eastern Kentucky Feb. 21 KENTUCKY 
*Lady Eagle Invitational 
@Cincinnati Classic 




22, Priscilla Blackford vs. Miami (Ohio) 
17, Priscilla Blackford vs. Miami (Ohio) 





























::.8, Priscilla Blackford vs. Miami (Ohio) 
12, Priscilla Blackford vs. Kent State 
7, Irene Moore vs. Kent State 
6, Irene Moore vs. Cumberland, 
6, Robin Harmon vs. cumberland 
6, Irene Moore vs. Kent State 





















Reinke, I. Moore 
Blackford 8 









OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Lady Eagle 
basketball squad will take a 3-2 record to Warrensburg, Mo. for 
the Central Missouri Dial Classic Dec. 5 and 6. 
The Lady Eagles face host Central Missouri in opening round 
action with East Tennessee State and Brigham Young meeting in 
other opening night play. 
"We are scheduled to open against Central Missouri,",. said 
Coach Mickey Wells. "They have been strong in the past, so we are 
looking for a tough game." 
The Lady Eagles are coming off an 83-74 loss to Miami (Ohio) 
and have recorded wins over Cumberland College 86-39 and Kent State 
72-55 and 79-70. The Lady Eagles' other loss was to Indiana 57-34. 
The Lady Eagles will return to home action against Murray 
State on Jan. 8. 
12-2-80rs 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLI.E Y:OU!'!G HALL 
MOREHEAD, K'{ 40351 
CONTACT: Fred Stewart 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University basketball stars from 
the past are preparing to·-meet a team of Lexington's WKYT-TV 
personalities in a celebrity basketball game here on Monday, Dec. 8. 
The contest will. feature former Eagle All-Americans, other 
former players, coaches, faculty and staff members.meeting Channel 
27 on-air news, weather and sports personalties as well as other 
Lexington representatives. 
Proceeds from the contest in MSU's Wetherby Gym will go the 
Len Miller Memorial Fund, established by a group of MSU alumni to 
honor the memory of the former Eagle coach. 
Tickets are $2 each and will be available at the door. The 
game, open to the public, begins at 8 p.m. 
12-3-80fs 
0 
Office of News Services 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Contact: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's first-ever McDonald's 
Eagle Classic basketball tournament shapes up as a battle of four 
evenly-matched teams. 
In Friday's opening round, George Washington, 0-l, faces Tennessee 
State, 1-l, at 7 p.m. EST, while host Morehead State, 2-0, meets 
Illinois-Chicago Circle, l-2, at 9 p.m. 
George Washington lost their opener to Richmond at home 92-69 for 
its only pre-tournament action. The Colonials are led by returning 
starters Oscar Wilmington··· and Curti_s Smith, both forwards. 
Tennessee State also lost its first game,.dropping 
a.,60-58 road decision to Southeast Louisiana before downing Austin 
Peay 97-79 at home. All-America candidate Jonathan Green led the 
Tiger attack against APSU with 35 points and 14 rebounds. 
Morehead State opened the season on a positive note, downing 
Milligan 108-72 and Bluefield 94-53, both in Morehead. The Eagles 
have.four starters returning from last year's 15-12 squad, and all 
are averaging in double figures after two contests, led by Norris 
Beckley's 15.5 point average. 
IU-Chicago Circle dropped back- to-back contests to Northt-1estern, 
76-61, and Bradley, 99-48, before getting on the winning track at home 
against North Park, 66-61. 
Leading. the. Circle attack is junior center Paul Wiloff with an 
11.3 point average, and Andrew Cooper, a senior forward with an 11.0 
average. 
Tournament activities conclude Saturday night in MSU's Wetherby 
Gym with the Consolation game at 7 p.m. EST and the Finals at 9 p.m. EST 
12-4-80jw 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---
CONTACT: Fred Stewart 
606/783-3325 
One resident of Pike County is 
among nine Morehead State University students initiated into 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon men's social fraternity. 
Recent initiates include: Paul Gregory Stone, the son of 
Estil Stone of Ashcamp. 
#### 
12-5-80fs 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University President Morris L. 
Norfleet has announced that he will recommend to the MSU Board of 
Regents that Offensive Coordinator Steve Loney be promoted to head 
football coach. 
Loney, 28, becomes the youngest football head coach at MSU in 
nearly 30 years and the first MSU assistant to be promoted directly 
to a head coaching position in a major sport since 1968. 
"I share the optimism of Athletic Director Sonny Moran and the 
University Athletic Committee that we have selected an experienced 
and energetic young man who is ready for the challenge of continuing 
the building program started two years ago by Coach Tom Lichtenberg," 
Dr. Norfleet said. 
Lichtenberg resigned to become offensive coordinator at Notre 
Dame. 
"I am thrilled:to have this tremendous opportunity to take 
charge of a football program which has a good nucleus of quality 
athletes and the enthusiastic support of the University and the 
community," said Loney, who played for Johnny Majors and coached 
under Earle Bruce, both at Iowa State. 
He continued: 
"We love Eastern\Kentucky and this University and hope to build 




New Football Coach 
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
Loney is a. native of Marshalltown, Iowa. His coaching 
experience also includes stints as offensive coordinator at 
Missouri Western College and head coach at Leavenworth (Kansas) 
High School. 
Athletic Director Moran 'said'of the announcement: 
--' 
"We definitely feel there are advantages to providing 
continuity to our football program at this time. Coach Loney, 
as offensive coordinator, has been instrumental in the fine 
building job accomplished under Coach Lichtenberg. We are very 
pleased to have a person with Steve's personal and professional 
qualities available to assume the head coaching position." 
The new Eagle head coach is married to the former Terri Lynn 




ANNOUNCEMENT ON NEW COACH 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,,,, ,IT GIVES ME GREAT PLEASURE TO 
ANNOUNCE THAT I HAVE ACCEPTED THE UNANIMOUS RECOMMENDATION OF 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR SoNNY MoRAN AND THE UNIVERSITY's ATHLETIC 
COMMITTEE AND WILL RECOMMEND TO THE MoREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
BoARD oF REGENTs THAT MR. STEVE LONEY BE APPOINTED HEAD FOOTBALL 
COACH, EFFECTIVE SATURDAY, TO SUCCEED ToM LICHTENBERG,,,,,, 
(WAIT FOR STEVE AND SONNY TO ~OIN YOU AT THE PODIUM) : 
; 
THE 
You MAY BE INTERESTED TO LEARN THAT MR. LONEY WILL BECOME ONe OF 
YOUNGEST HEAD FOOTBA~ THE; HISTORY OF OUR INST\TUTION,,,, 
HE IS 28 YEARS OLD BUT WE FEEL HE IS READY FOR THIS CHALLENGE TO 
CONTINUE THE BUILDING PROGRAM STARTED BY COACH LICHTENBERG 2 YEARS 
AGO..... \ LtLJ 
THIS ALSO IS THE FIRST TIME IN~YEARS THAT THE UNIVERSITY 
HAS LOOKED WITHIN ITSELF FOR A HEAD COACH IN A MAJOR SPORT AND I 
SHARE THE OPTIMISM OF MR. MORAN AND THE ATHLETIC COMMITTEE THAT WE 
HAVE SELECTED AN EXPERIENCED AND ENERGETIC YOUNG MAN WHO WILL 
RECRUIT QUALITY ATHLETES --- LOOKING FIRST IN EASTERN KENTUCKY 
AND WHO WILL CONTINUE TO EMPHASIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF ACADEMICS,,,, 
STEVE CAME TO THE UNIVERSITY TWO YEARS AGO AS ToM'S OFFENSIVE 
COORDINATOR AND HE HAS MADE A MAJOR CONTRIBUTION .TO THE PROGRESS 
WE HAVE SEEN .• , •• IN ADDITION TO His TIME WITH CoACH LI.CHTENBERG --
HE PLAYE;D FOR CoACH JoHNNY MAJoRs AND HE coACHED FoR CoAcH· EARLE 
BRUCE AND WE BELIEVE THAT IS EXCELLENT COMPANY FOR A FOOTBALL COACH 
TO KEEP,,,, .STEVE AND HIS FAMILY WILL CONTINUE TO BE AN ASSET TO 





































MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1980-81 Lady Eagle Basketball Statistics Record: 3-4 
G PCT FT PCT REB AVG PF-D A TO BL+ S+ MIN TP AVG 
7 50-99 .505 
7 40-84 .476 
7 25-67 .373 
7 28-60 .467 
7 12~33 .364 
7 11-19 .579 
7 9-23 • 391 
7 5-24 • 208 
7 5-11 .455 
6 3-12 • 222 
7 4-13 • 308 
7 2-16 .167 
6 1-7 .143 
5 0-0 • 000 
2 1-1 1.000 
7 196-469 .418 
7 170-400 .425 
10-12 • 909 24 3'.4 21-0 
16-27 . 593 80 11.4 30-4 
19-21 • 905 16 2.3 17-1 
10-16 .625 40 5.7 22-1 
4-8 .500 17 2.4 9-0 
4-5 .800 24 3.4 10-0 
3-4 • 750 26 3.7 14-1 
- 8'-13 • 615 21 3.0 14-1 
6-11 .545 10 1.4 8-0 
c6-6 1.000 4 0.7 6-0 
5-7 • 714 12 1. 7 6-0 
7-13 .538 21 3.0 12-0 
3-4 • 750 4 0.7 5-0 
2-4 .500 2 0.4 0-0 
1-7 .142 3 1.5 4-0 
27/17DB 
30/16DB 
21 15 0 
2 24 3 
30 23 1 
12 19 3 
9 13 0 
1 4 0 
6 9 0 
'3 5 0 
8 6 0 
2 3 0 
0 5 0 
4 7 1 
2 6 3 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
104-158 .658 332 
134-209 .641 267 
47.4 179CB~ 10l"l4l,ll 
38.1 143-11 "94 '158 10 
5 213 110 15.7 
7 192 96 13.7 
7 183 69 9.9 
2 178 66 9.4 
1 87 28 7.0 
0 92 26 3.7 
0 92 21 3.0 
1 75 18 2.6 
5 92 16 2.3 
1 40 12 2.0 
1 44 13 1.9 
5 64 11 1.6 
3 29 5 '0.8 
0 13 .. 2 0.4 
0 6 3 1.5 
38 1400 496 





















*MSt1'.86, Cumberland 39 
*MSU 72, Kent State 55 
@Indiana 57, MSU 34 
I @MSU 79, Kent State 70 
Miami (Ohio) 83, MSU 74 
+Central Missouri 91, MSU 75 
+Brigham Young 79, MSU 76 
Dec. 12 at Northern Kentucky 
Jan. 1 at Kentucky 
Jan. 3 at Middle Tennessee 
Jan. 8 MURRAY STATE 
Jan. 10 AUSTIN PEAY 
Jan. 12 at Charleston 
Jan. 14 at Dayton 
Jan. 22 at Eastern Kentucky 
*Lady Eagle Invitational 
@Cincinnati classic_. 
RESULTS 















24 at Western Kentucky 
26 at Tennessee Tech 
28 BELLARMINE 
29 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
31 WESTERN KENTUCKY 
2 at Marshall 




14 NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
16 at Louisville 
19 EASTERN KENTUCKY 
21 KENTUCKY 
INDIVIDUAL SINGLE GAME HIGHS 
Points: 34, Robin Harmon vs. Brigham Young, 12-6-80 
FG Attempted:24, Robin Harmon vs. Brigham Young, 12-6-~0 
FG Scored: 15, Robin Harmon vs .• Brigham Young, 12-6-80 
FT Att~mEted:l2, Priscilla Blackford vs. Kent state, 11-22-80 
FT Scored: 7, Irene Moore vs. Kent State, 11-15-80 
Assists: 6, Irene Moore vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
6, Robin Harmon vs. Cumberl~nd, 11-14-80 
6, Irene Mq?re vs. Kent state, 11-22-80 
Rebounds: 15, Priscilla Blackford vs. Miami (Ohio), 11-25-80 
TEAM SINGLE GAME HIGHS 
l?oi'n:ts: 86, vs. cumberland, 11-14-80 
FG Attempted: 74, vs. central Missouri, 12-5-80 
FG Scored: 35, vs. Central Missouri, 12-5-80 
FT Attempted: 42, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
FT Scored: 26, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
Assists: 24, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 












Reinke, I. Moore 15 
Blackford 8 












OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- With the exception of a lackluster 90-56 loss 
at Kansas, the opening of the 1980-81 Morehead State University 
basketball season has been the best for any Eagle squad since the 
1972-73 team opened at 4-1. 
MSU won the season's first two games in a big way, downing Milligan 
·College 108-72. and Bluefield College 94-73. 
JuniozGlenn Napier of Hazard led the Eagles against Milligan with 
16 points. Balance was the MSU key as seven other Eagles finished in 
double figures including Eddie Childress, Muncie, Ind. sophomore, with 
14; Norris Beckley, Shelbyville junior, and Albert Spencer, Washington, 
N_,_G_~ seni~r __ e_ach with _12_; __ Qreg_Coldi_ron, _Loyall _j_:in~~l:-' ~~hn_ 
Solomon, Rahway, N.J. senior, Dickie Alexander, Hazard freshman, and 
Henry Johnson, Anderson, Ind. freshman, with 10 each. 
Against Bluefield, Beckley led the Eagle attack with 19, followed 
by Childress with 14, Napier with 13 and Coldiron with 12. 
The schedule stiffened as the Eagles entered play in the first;, 
- ------- --- -- ----- ----- -- ----- --- - ---d 
McDonald's Eagle Classic at MSU's Wetherby Gym. 
In first round action, MSU followed 21 points from Beckley and 
14 from Johnson to take a 70-59 win over Illinois-Chicago Circle. 
In the championship contest, Napier had a career high 30 points to 
lift the Eagles to an 88-80 win over Tennessee State. 
Five other Eagles finished in double figures including Coldiron wi_th 
12, Childress, Beckley and Jeff Tipton, Ashland,freshman, with 11 each 
and Spencer with 10. 
Napier was named the tournament's Most Valuable Player and j oi_ned 
teammate Norris Beckley on the all-tournament team. 
(more) 
Eagle basketball wrap 
2-2-2-2 
Others selected to the all-tournament squad were Jonathan Green of 
Tennessee State, Aridrew Cooper of Illinois-Chicago Circle and Oscar 
Hilmington of George Hashington. 
Following the season's first four games, Napier was selected the 
Ohio Valley Conference "Player of the \.Jeek," as the former M. C. Napier 
High School star boasted a 16.4 point per game average. 
At Kansas, the Eagles' four-game winning streak was snapped as the 
Jayhawks used a balanced attack to power to the 90-56 win. 
Napier continued his consistant scoring with 14 points, the lone 
Eagle in double figures. 
In the remaining time before the Christmas holidays, the Eagles 
host a powerful Bowling Green squad Dec. 13 before travelling to 
Marshall Dec. 15 and ·southern Illinois __ ])e_~2_0_. _ 
Ohio Valley Conference a9tion begins Jan. 3 with MSU visiting 
Middle Tennessee. Home OVC play begins Jan. 8 and 10 when the Eagles 
host Murray State and Austin Peay respectively. 





Q. FG PCT 

























































5 169-JJ2 .509 
5 1J8-J11 .444 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Eagle Basketball Statistics (5 Games) Record• 4-1 
FT PCT RE AVG PF-D !! TO BL S MIN TP AVG HI 










































9-0 18 12 
12-0 6 7 
14-1 18 15 
lJ-0 7 4 
16-1 J J 
11-1 1 6 
6-0 2 5 
8-0 12 7 
5-0 J 1 
J-0 16 6 
0-0 0 0 
1-0 0 J 





















































78-111 .?OJ 199 J9.8 109-J 92 77 1J 22, 1000 416 





























RESULTS & SCHEDULE 
MSU 108, Milligan College 72 (),800) 
MSU 94, Bluefield College 53 (),500) 
*MSU 70, UI-Chicago Circle 59 (),500) 
*MSU 88, Tennessee State 80 (4,000) 
Kansas 90, MSU 56 (9,600) 
Jan. 22 at Eastern Kentucky 
Jan. 24 at Western Kentucky 
Jan. 29 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
Jan. J1 WESTERN KENTUCKY 
Feb. 5 at Murray State 
Feb. 7 at Austin Peay Dec. 1) BOWLING GREEN STATE 
Dec. 15 at Marshall Feb. 12 TENNESSEE TECH 
Dec. 20 at Southern Illinois 
Jan. J at Middle Tennessee 
Jan. 8 MURRAY STATE 
Feb. 14 at Akron 
Feb. 19 EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Feb. 21 EAST TENNESSEE 
Feb. 25 at West Virginia 
Feb. 28 at Tennessee State 
March 6-7 OVC TOURNAMENT 
Jan. 10 AUSTIN PEAY 
Jan. 12 at Charleston 
Jan, 15 AKRON 
Jan. 17 at Tennessee Tech 





















INDIVIDUAL SINGLE-GAME HIGHS 
JO, Glenn Napier vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
19, Glenn Napier vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
9, Norris Beckley vs. UI-Chicago Circle, 12-5-80 
9, Glenn Napier vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
1), Glenn Napier vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
12, Glenn Npaier vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
7, Greg Coldiron vs. UI-Chicago Circle, 12-5-80 
9, Norris Beckley vs. UI-Chicago Circle, 12-5-80 
TEAM SINGLE-GAME HIGHS 
108, vs. Milligan, 12-1-80 
80, vs. Milligan, 12-1-80 
46, vs. Milligan, 12-1-80 
42, vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
)4, vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
24, vs. Bluefield, 
















OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Ronda Sloan 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Lady 
Eagle basketball team fell victim to the Norse of Northern 
Kentucky 90-86. 
The loss dropped the Lady Eagles to 3-5 on the season 
and 0-1 in the Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference 
(KWIC). 
Irene Moore, junior from Whick, paced the Lady Eagles 
with 25 points. Priscilla Blackford, Versailles freshman, and 
Linda Reinke, Strongsville, Ohio freshman, both added 14. 
Blackford led the Lady Eagles with 12 rebounds. 
The Lady Eagles return to action on January 1 against 
KWIC rival Kentucky. 
llllllllllli!!ll 
12-15-80rs 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 













































































4-8 • 500 
6-7 .857 
4-6 .667 




5-7 • 714 
3-4 • 750 
2-4 .500 
h·7 .142 
REB AVG PF-D A TO BL S MIN TP -AVG . ·!!! 
27 3:4 26-1 26 17 0 9 243 116 14.5 34 
92 11.5 33-4 3 28 4 9 221 110 13.8 22 
19 2.4 20-1 36 26 1 8 220 94 11.8 25 
47 5.9 26-1 12 ~9 3 2 203 80 10.0 15 
19 2.4 11-0 11 13 0 1 100 30 3.8 8 
25 3.1 12-0 3 4 0 0 109 30 3.8 7 
34 4.3 19-2 6 12 0 2 115 30 3.8 9 
24 3.0 14-1 3 5 0 : 1' 81 22 2.8 6 
10 1.3 10-0 9 6 0 
24 3.0 15-0 4 7 1 







6-0. 0 5 0 
5-0 2 6 3 
0-0 1 1 0 
4-0 0 1 0 
5 98 18 2.3 10 
5 78 17 2.1 9 
1 40 12 2.0 4 
1 44 ', 13 1. 9 6 
3 29 5 0.8 2 
0 13 2 0.4 2 
0 6 3 1.5 3 
120-178 .674 378 47.3 207-10:118 153 12 47 
152-241 .631 312 39~0'16~~11 118 175 17 28 
1600 582 73.0 
1600 564 70.5 
86 
91 
*MSU 86, Cumberland 39 
*MSU 72, Kent State 55 





24 at Western Kentucky 
26 at Tennessee Tech 
28 BELLARMINE 
@MSU 79, Kent State 70 
Miami (Ohio) 83, MSU 74 
+Central Missouri 91, MSU 75 
+Brigham Young 79, MSU 76 
Northern Kentucky 90, MSU 86 







29 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
31 WESTERN KENTUCKY 
2 at Marshall 
5 at Murray State 
7 CAMPBELLSVILLE 
10 LOUISVILLE 
Jan. 3 at Middle Tennessee 




14 NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
Jan. 10 AUSTIN PEAY Feb. 16 at Louisville 
Jan. 12 at charles.ton Feb. 19 EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Jan. 14 at Dayton Fe!;>. 21 KENTUCKY 
Jan. 22 at Eastern Kentucky 
*Lady Eagle Invitational 
@Cincinnati Classic 

























INDIVIDUAL SINGLE GAME HIGHS 
34, Robin Harmon vs. Brigham Young, 12-6-80 
24, Robin Harmon vs. Brigham Young, 12-6-80 
15, Robin Harmon vs. Brigham Young, 12-6-80 
12, Priscilla Blackford vs. Kent State, 11-22-80 
7, Irene Moore vs. Kent State, 11-15-80 
6, Irene Moore vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
6, Robin Harmon vs. cumberland, 11-14-80 
6, Irene Moore vs. Kent State, 11-22-80 
6, Irene Moore vs. Northern Kentucky, 12-12-80 
15, Priscilla Blackford vs. Miami (Ohio), 11-25-80 
TEAM SINGLE GAME HIGHS 
86, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
86, vs. Northern Kentucky, 12-12-80 
81, vs. Northern Kentucky, 12-12-80 
35, vs. Central Missouri;' 12-5-80 
35, vs. Northern Kentupky, 12-12-80 
42, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
26, vs. Cumberland,· 11-14..,80 
24, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
65, vs. Cumberland, 11-14-80 
-- -----
THE.LEADERS 
Top Scorer Top Rebounder 
Harmon 17 Blackford 12 
Reinke, I. Moore 15 Blackford 13 
Blackford 8 Blackford 12 
I. Moore 19 Blackford 9 
Blackford 22 Blackford 15 
Harmon 22 Blackford 10 
Harmon 34 Blackford 9 




OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim 1-7ells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football Coach 
Steve Loney has announced the signing of two high school players to 
Ohio Valley Conference letters-of-intent. 
' 
Signed by MSU Assistant Coach Marshall Burdette were Mike Hanlin, 
a 6-0, 175-pound quarterback from St. Marys, vJ. Va., and David Stukey, 
a 6-0, 225-pound defensive lineman from Parkersburg, W. Va. 
A first team All-State performer at quarterback in Glass AA, Hanlin 
is considered by the MSU staff to be the top throwing quarterback in 
West Virginia. 
"Mike had an outstanding career at St. Marys High School and we 
are happy to have him join our program," stated Loney. "He has a very 
live arm and comes from a great football family." 
Stukey, a second team All-State performer in Glass AAA at 
Parkersburg High School, played seven different positions during the 
course of the season. 
"We were very impressed with David's size, strength and mobility," 
Loney said. "His ability to play several different positions indicates 
the h;i.gh level of his athletic ability." 
Hanlin is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hanlin, Rt. 2, St. Marys, 
W. Va. Stukey is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ken Stukey, 10 Lynnwood Dr., 
Vienna, W. Va. 
They join Rob Lockhart, also of Parkersburg High School, on the 
list of MSU football signees. 
12-18-80jw 
OFFICES OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MGREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Jim Hells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Following a 75-70 home win over-B~wling Green 
and a 98-85 road loss at Marshall, Morehead State Uni versi.ty' s Eagles 
take a 5-2 record into Saturday's contest at Southern Illinois. 
The Eagles are led in scoring by junior guard Glenn Napier, who 
sports a 17.4 points per game average and his hitting .970 percent 
from the free throw line, hitting 32 of 33 shots. 
Against Bowling Green, MSU's star was senior guard John Solomon, 
who led the team with 16 points, on seven of ten from the field, subing 
for the injured Eddie Childress. 
Three other Eagles added double figure scoring, including Norris 
Beckley and Napier, 14, and Jeff Tipton 13. 
Against Marshall, Napier's 28 led all scorers, with Greg Coldiron 
adding 14, Beckley 12 and Solomon and Childress 10 each. 
Against the Herd, the Eagles fell behind 52-39 at halftime and 
couldn't cut into the Marshall margin the second period. 
Beckley led all rebounders with 11, an MSU season high. 
Following a brief break for the Christmas holidays, the Eagles 
will gear up for their Ohio Valley Conference opener at Middle 
Tennessee State Jan. 3. ··---
-
MSU returns to home court action with OVC contests against ~urray 
·~--
. State, Jan. 8 and Austin Peay, Jan. 10. Tipoff for home action----~·~· 
--- - -- --- - -
is 7:30p.m. EST. 
12-18-80jw 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
Telephone: Jim Wells 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Eagle Basketball Coach 
Wayne Martin has announced that guard Rocky Adkins will be red-shirted 
from competition for the 1980-81 season. 
"Rocky has an inflamation of both hip joints," stated Martin. 
"He will continue to undergo tests monthly and it is hopeful he will 
be able to return for the 1981-82 season." 
A 6-3 junior from Sandy Hook, Adkins averaged 3.2 points per game 
with 66 assists for the Eagles last season. He was unable to participate 
in any action during MSU's first seven games this year. 
1111111111 
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G FG Pet. FT Pet. RE AVG PF-D A TO BL S MIN TP AVG HI 
7 45-101 .446 32-33 .970 18 2.6 16-0 10 7 0 4 203 122 17.4 30 
Norris 
BECKLEY 7 35-56 
Eddie 
CHILDRESS 6 25-66 
Greg 
COLDIRON 7 26-49 
Jeff 

















































.667 45 6.4 15-0 22 18 1 9 196 
.500 32 5.3 17-1 9 9 2 3 158 
.824 30 4.3 21-1 29 17 2 4 201 
.571 26 3.7 26-3 4 4 6 2 143 
.750 11 2.2 13-0 7 4 0 4 78 
.714 14 2.0 14-0 21 14 0 5 120 
.667 25 3.6 14-1 .3 10 5 0 97 
.750 5 1.3 
.429 5 0.7 
.333 5 0.7 
.000 4 2.0 
. 000 4 1. 3 
.000 0 0.0 
39/llDB 
31/8DB 
6-0 2 5 0 3 
8-0 3 3 0 0 
4-0 20 10 1 1 
0-0 0 0 1 0 
1-0 0 3 0 0 







92 13.1 21 
62 10.3 14 
66 9.4 14 





















7 228-446 .511 120-171 .701 263 37.6 155-6 130 106 18 35 1400 576 82!3 108 
7 201-431 .466 120-168 .714 265 37.9 173=7 102 136 18 45 1400 522 74.6 98 
RESULTS & SCHEDULE 
MSU 108, Milligan College 72 (3,800) Jan. 22 at Eastern Kentucky 
MSU 94, Bluefield College 53 (3,500) Jan. 24 at Western Kentucky 
*MSU 70, UI-Chicago Circle 59 (3,500) Jan. 29 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
*MSU 88, Tennessee State 80 (4,000) Jan. 31 WESTERN KENTUCKY 
Kansas 90, MSU 56 (9,600) Feb. 5 at Murray State 
MSU 75, Bowling Green State (3,500) Feb. 7 at Austin Peay 
Marshall 95, MSU 85 (6,532) Feb. 12 TENNESSEE TECH 
Dec. 20 at Southern Illinois Feb. 14 at Akron 
Jah. 3 at Middle Tennessee Feb. 19 EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Jan. 8 MURRAY STATE Feb. 21 EAST TENNESSEE 
Jan. 10 AUSTIN PEAY Feb. 25 at West Virginia 
Jan. 12 at Charleston Feb. 28 at Tennessee State 
Jan.· 15 AKRON March 6-7 OVC TOURNAMENT 

























INDIVIDUAL SINGLE-GAME HIGHS 
30, Glenn Napier vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
21, Glenn Napier vs. Marshall, 12-15-80 
9, Norris Beckley vs. UI-Chicago Circle, 12-5-80 
9, Glenn Napier vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
9, Glenn Napier vs. Marshall, 12-15-80 
13, Glenn Napier vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
12, Glenn Napier vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
9, Greg Coldiron vs. Bowling Green, 12-13-80 
11, Norris Beckley vs. Marshall, 12-5-80 
TEAM SINGLE-GAME HIGHS 
108, vs. Milligan, 12-1-80 
80, vs. Milligan, 12-1-80 
46, vs. Milligan, 12-1-80 
42, vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
34, vs. Tennessee State, 12-6-80 
24, vs. Bluefield, 12-2-80 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Lady Eagle Basketball Coach 
Mickey Wells has announced that former MSU star Donna Stephens will return 
to the Lady Eagl~ squad for the remainder of the 1980-81 season. 
A 6-1 center-forward from Harrison County High School in Cynthiana, 
Stephens transferred to the University of Missouri following the f~rst 
ten games last year. 
She earned All-Kentucky and All-Ohio Valley Conference honors her 
freshman season, averaging 18.6 points and 12.9 rebounds per game. 
A junior in eligibility, Stephens comes to MSU after being named 
All-Tournament at the Wayland Baptist Invitational and All-Tournament and 
Most Valuable Player at the Mid American Classic, scoring J5 points against 
New Mexico State and 26 against Wayland Baptist earlier this season. 
"Of course, we are delighted to have Donna return to MSU," stated 
Wells. "She was a great asset to our squad her freshman season, and with 
the experience she has gained at Missouri, she should be a big boost for 
our program. " 
He continued• 
"Hopefully, her presence will greatly strengthen our inside game 
and take some of the pressure off our guards. We are very young inside, 
and her experience will help in that area immediately." 
Stephens' transfer to MSU will be effective immediately and she will 
be eligible for the Lady Eagles first game in 1981, a Jan. 1 contest at 
the Univer~ity of Kentucky. 
##### 
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